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Q} Wheel wear profiles are interesting for both economic and performance reasons. A good
§/ wheel profile design should be able to resist wear and to allow stable vehicle running. The

ability to resist wear reduces the wheel reprofiling and replacement cost. The ability to allow

stable vehicle running is important for safety and ride quality.

I
In this work, a wear model based upon the work done in the wheel/rail contact patch is used I

to predict wheel wear profiles. The effects of train dynamic response, random rail alignment
I

and the nonlinearity of wheel/rail contact geometry areincluded.The

distribution of contact patch work is obtained by a discretized method and applied to the I
wheel wear problem. Using the contact patch work wear model, consecutive wheel wear I
profiles for tread contact and slight flange contact are predicted. These analytical wear

pro-filesmatch well with experimental results and other analytical approaches.I
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

1.1 Wear Problem in WheeIIRail Contact

The wear problem in wheel/rail contact has been of concern for a long time. The cost of wheel

and rall replacement due to wear is substantial. According to Jamison (1982), about $600

million per year are spent on the replacement of rail in American. Roney (1983) studied the

economic aspects of rail wear on Canadian railways and estimated the expense to be $300

million per year. In addition, he reported the wheel reproliling and replacement costs to be

$125 million annually. Wheel wears in Roney’s study included tlange wear, tread shelling, and

tread wear.

ln addition to the economic aspects of the wear problem, the dynamic performance of rail

vehlcles is signiiicantly aflected by the profiles of wheels and rails. In rail vehicles, the car

Iateral stability, suspension design, security against derailment, and fatigue or fracture of

wheels and ralls are related to wheel/rail geometry. Hence, it is of importance to be able to

predict wheel/rail wear profiles.
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1.2 Literature Review

The wear in wheel/rail systems is complex, and its behavior depends on many parameters.

A systems approach to the wear problem has been introduced by Czichos (1980). He divided

the trlbo·technical system into three components, system structure, input operating variables,

and system outputs. Furthermore, Kalousek et al. (1983) proposes a typical wheel/rail

tribosystem (Fig. 1) for general study that includes the following:

• Input parameters

• Operational condition : axle load, car type, truck type, travelling speed.
• Contact : wheel/rail protile, creep force/moment, creepage/spin.
• Materials : metallurgy, hardness. _
• Rheological : lubricant, roughness.

• Systems Envelope

¤ Wheelset
• Rail
• Lubricant in the interface

• Output Parameters

• Wear form : adheslve wear, abrasive wear, surface fatigue wear.
• Longitudinal and transverse cracks
• corrugations

i • plastic deformation

Chapter 1 : Introduction 2
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Many investigators have researched wheel/rail wear both experimentally and analytically.
Bolton and Clayton (1984) identified three wear regimes and examined the effects of wheel/rail

metallurgy on the wear process. ln their categorization, type l wear is due to oxide and me-

tallic Ilake formation. Also, type I wear is independent of creepage, but it varies with normal

load. Type Il wear includes fracture and plastic deformation, and it depends on both contact

stress and creepage. Wear rate has the form

w Tv
Ad -K, A +K, (1.1)

where

W = wear volume

A = contact area

d = distance rolled

T = creep force

y = creepage

K,, K, = constants

Type Ill wear occurs with the more severe contact condition, such as high creepages or loads.

Type lll wear is also described by eq. (1.1).

Elkins et al. (1983) carried out a series of wheel wear experiments and studied wear by varying

operation conditions, axle load and truck design, and wheel materials. They found that wear

increases with axle load and that the radial truck design has a better resistance of wear than

the traditional three·plece truck designs. They suggested the same wear equation as eq.(1.1)

but without K, . ,

Contact conditions, such as tangential force and surface conditions, also affect wheel wear.
,

Kumar et al. (1984) studied the effects of contact conditions on wear, including lateral force,

Chapter 1 : Introduction 4



and they found that wear increases with Iateral load. ln eq.(1.1), the creep force, T, contains

the components of Iongitudinal and Iateral creep forces and moment.

Additionally, Kumar et al. (1985) tested the effect of surface conditions on wear by controlling

creepage and with and without sand. The wear rate with sand is larger than the wear rate

without sand.

Lubricants are usually used to reduce llange wear. Olver et al. (1985) studled lubricated roll-

ing contact and concluded that the delamlnation wear theory is the best approach for lubri-

cated rolling contact. They also lndicated that wear ls caused by plastic deformation, fatigue

cracking, ductile extruslon and fracture.

ln order to predict wheel/rail wear, many wear indices have been developed. A wear index

ls a characteristic number that is proportional to the wear rate. Fig. 2 shows the wear indices

tabulated by Nagurka et al. (1982). A few additional entries identltied by the symbol " have

been added to Fig. 2. l

Marcotte et al. (1978) and Ghonem (1981) used the angle·of-attack, which is wheelsetyawangle

as a wear index. They reported that wear rate increases with angle·of-attack.

Whenangle·of·attackis zero, the predictlon of wear rate tends to zero. However, the wear rate ls
1

not zero even with zero angle-of-attack, so the angle·of·attack falls to predict wear rate for this

case.

Since the slip and creep forces contrlbute to the wheel/rail wear, considering the normal and

llange forces or the creepage independently is not proper. The contact patch work, (Ty) a

recently developed and experimentally supported wear index, has been suggested as a wear

index. ln this wear model, wear is proportional to the energy dissipated in the contact patch
·

during rolling with slip.

Chaptor 1 : Introduction 5



Wear Index
I

Source
1},, angle of attack (Newland, 1969)

(Boocock, 1969)

(Marcotte et al., 1978)°

(Ghonem and Kalousek, 1981)'
6, creepage
F, flange force
F,¢,, flange wear index (Marcotte et al., 1981)

,4,**,, / 9%)* + (1/:,, tan 6,)* two-point flange wear index (Marcotte et al., 1981)

W, =
F. •6 contact patch work (Elkins et al., 1979)

·
(Kumar et al.,1984,1985)’

w, = (9611611, 1980, 1984)
(Clayton et al., 1983)'

4 (McEwen and Harvey, 1985)‘

W, = -Er%6!§— wear volume (Kalkstein and Zaremba, 1981)

where
p, = coefticient of flange friction

Az = vertical distance between points of flange and tread contact

r, = rolling radius for tread contact

6, = contact angle at contact patch for flange contact

V = external vertical load
6,, = resultant creepage

B = proportionality constant

h, = thickness of wear particles

S = sliding distance

d, = critical plastic dlsplacement .
Figure 2. Summary of wear Indexee (Nagurka, 1982)
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A number of investigators, such as (Clayton et al., 1983), (Bolton et al., 1984), and (McEwen
Tand Harvey 1985), used Tg- as a wear index, which is shown in eq. (1.1). Their experiments

Tshow that wear rate is linearly dependent on 7;- . Similar results are presented by Kumar et
Tal. (1984,1985). They also showed that using —%- is a good approach to predict wear rate and

called this relation the wear-work principle. This wear equation is the same as eq.(1.1) except

that K, is omitted. This thesis uses the name contact patch work as was suggested by Elkins

and Eickhoff, (1979).

Knothe and Hung (1985) applied the concept of the contact patch work model and assumed a

sinusoidal wheelset motion to predict the wheel wear rate. Davila (1986) also used the con-

tact patch work model. He included vehicle dynamic response and random rail irregularity,

and he assumed a parabolic distribution of wear across the wheel profile.

1.3 Scope of the Current Work

For the purpose of predictlng wheel wear using a more realistic approach, the current work

uses the contact patch work model and including the following:

1. actual distribution of work done at the contact patch

2. nonlinearity of wheel/rail contact geometry

3. random rail alignment irregularities

4. vehicle dynamic response

5. the effect of wheel wear profile changes during running

In addition, the relationship between the contact patch work model for rolling contact with slip
.

and Archard’s (1953) wear model for slidlng motion ls derived.

Chapter 1 : Introduction 7



Chapter 2 discusses rail vehicle contact mechanics, including wheel/rail contact geometry,

detinition of creepage and determinatlon of creep forces and moment. Chapter 3 deals with

railway vehicle dynamics. A wheelset dynamic model is introduced, then a

5-degree·of-freedom half·car model ls presented. Chapter 3 also discusses the irregularities
of the track.

Chapter 4 describes the contact patch work model and its application to wheel wear predic-

tion. Chapter 5 presents the simulation method and results. Chapter 6 contains conclusions

and recommendation.

Chapter 1 : Introduction 8



Chapter 2 : The WheellRail Rolling Contact Problem

For any discussion of the wear problem in rolling contact, the contact mechanics problem

should be ur derstood first. The wheel and rail geometry affects the interfacial force between

the wheel and rail, and it therefore has a slgnificant effect on wheelset dynamic behavior. This

chapter includes discussions of wheel/rail contact geometry and also the influence of
creepages on creep forces and moment.

Section 2.1 discusses the wheel/rail geometric contact problem. A program called WHRAILA
(Heller and Cooperrider, 1977a) ls lntroduced to calculate the geometric constraint functions,

including the roll angle of wheelset, contact angle, and rolling radii, in terms of the lateral

displacement of the wheelset. These geometric constraints are necessary for calculating the

creepages and the dynamic response of the wheelset.

Next, the definition of the creepage is presented. The creepages cause in plane forces during

rolling contact, and they are important in both railway vehicle dynamics and wear in rolling

contact.

Kalker’s simplified theory ln rolling contact, based on the Hertzian contact, is presented as a
·

method to obtain the creep force and moment. A program called FASTSIM (Kalker, 1982), ls

Chapter 2 : The Wh••lIRalI Rolling Contact Problem 9
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I

modified to obtain the creep moment and local creep quantities, including forces, moment,
and creepages.

Finally, a study of the slip/adhesion region at the contact patch is presented. lt will become
clear later that it is necessary to distinguish the slip and adhesion regions and to determine
the slip velocity which is used to calculate the contact patch work. This is discussed further
in chapter 4.

2.1 Determination of WheellRail Geometrie Constraint

The geometries of wheel and rail have a dominant eliect on rail vehicle behavior. The contact
stress and frictlonal forces depend upon the wheel/rail geometry, especially the rolling radii
and the wheel/rail contact angle. Consequently, the dynamic behavior and the security against

derailment are also dependant upon the wheel/rail geometry. Therefore, the profile of wheel
and rail and the wheel/rail kinematic constraints are of interest. _The profiles of an AAR 1:20
wheel (Cooperrider et al., 1981) and a Heumann wheel (Elkins et al., 1986) and a 132-RE rail
(AREA, 1984}, which are used in this works are shown in Fig. 3 to Fig. 5 respectively. Fig. 6
defines the terminology of wheel/rail contact.

The wheel/rail geometric constraint relationships are a function of the lateral distance from
the wheelset centerline to the track centerline, y„, and the yaw angular rotation of the
wheelset about the vertical axis, ¢„, as shown in Fig. 7. The influence of the wheelset yaw
angle, ¢,,,, is small, so ip, can be neglected in linding the contact position of the wheel and rail
and other geometry constraint functions.

WHRAILA is a FORTRAN program developed by Heller and Cooperrider (1977a). lt is widely
used to calculate the wheel and rail geometric constraints. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are the output

·
from WHRAILA for an AAR 1:20 wheel and a 132-RE rail. In these figures, the contact position

>
Chapter 2 : The WheeIIRail Rolling Contact Problem 10
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y„ = wheelset lateral displacement Ü
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of the wheel and rail, roll angle, contact angle, and rolling radii are given in terms of the

wheelset lateral displacement, y,,,. lt is noted that flange contact occurs when the wheelset

lateral displacement is more than j; 0.29 in.

2.2 Definition of Creepage

In rolling contact with slip, the interfacial force and moment between the wheel and rail are

functions of creepages. Therefore, the derivation of the creepage expressions is a funda-

mental issue. The Iongitudinal (fl), lateral (&,), and spin (öl,) creepages are defined as

c„=%—I@ <2.«> I
Iey I
I

tw)'
where I

Vlw = Iongitudinal velocity of wheel at the contact point I

IVll = Iongitudinal velocity of rail at the contactpointV,w

= lateral velocity of wheel at the contact point I
V„ = lateral velocity of rail at the contact point I
wlw = angular velocity of wheel at the contactpointwll

= angular velocity of rail at the contact point I
V = nominal velocity I- II

IChapter 2 : The WheellRall Rolling Contact Problem 18 I
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A complete derlvatlon of the creepage expresslons is shown in Appendlx B. By assumlng

small angles and neglecting higher·order terms, the creepages for the left wheel in the

wheelset coordinates which are defined in Fig. 47 are _

'
1 • •fx;. =V(V[1 — (7,-)] —ßRi.— Alb} (2-4)0

I 1 ° ·{VL =V{Y+Ri.¢ ‘V¢} (2-6)

I 1
•Öspi. = V W * nö:.} (2-6)

The creepages for the right wheel in the wheelset coordinates are

’ 1 • •
Öxn =7{V[l —(·;_5··)]—ßRR+/W} (2-7)0

1 - ·€'YR = V {Y + RR¢ * W'} (2-6)

I 1 ·Ö sm = V (ll' + HÖR) (2-9)

where
R, = nominal rolling radius of the wheels
R, = rolling radius of right wheel at the contact point
R,_ = rolling radius of left wheel at the contact point

A = half wheel gauge 4

Q = nominal angular velocity

y = wheelset lateral velocity
ll} = wheelset yaw angular velocity
ip = wheelset roll angular velocity

perturbatlon of wheelset spln angular velocity

Chapter 2 : The WheellRall Rolling Contact Problem 19



— l

These creepage expressions are used to obtain inputs for the FASTSIM program, which

computes the contact forces and creep distributions. The wheelset spin perturbation velocity,

ß, was initially not included in the analysis. However, early results showed that the creepages

calculated when was omitted were incorrect. Therefore the spin perturbation angular ve-

Iocity was included in this work.

2.3 The Hertzian Contact Problem

ln wheel/rail contact problems, it is usually acceptable to apply the Hertzian contact theory to

obtain the area of the contact patch. This approximation is routinely made by rail vehicle

dynamicists. The determination of the creep forces and moment by the simplitied theory

(Kalker, 1982) ls based on the Hertzian contact theory. Simplified theory is discussed in the

next section.
l

According to Hertzian contact theory (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970), the contact patch is an

ellipse with the ratio of the semiaxes (i-), where a and b are functions of normal

force,curvatures,Young’s modulus and Poisson's ratio of the contact bodies. The basic assump-

tions of the Hertzian contact theory are summarized as follows:

• homogeneous, isotropic and perfectly elastlc materials
• contact surfaces are ideally smooth
• curvatures of contact bodies are constant
• no slips between contact bodies
• no hydrodynamic film between the interactive surface, i.e., dry surfaces ,

Since Hertzian contact theory is well known and well documented, the details are not included
l

here.

Chapter 2 : 'lle WheelIRall Rolllng Contact Problem 20



2.4 Creep Forces and Moment in Rolling Contact

The literature is rich with work on the rolling contact problem. A few of the more important

contributions are summarized here. ln one of the earliest contributions, Carter (1926) pub-

lished a solution to the problem of two—dimensional rolling with slip. He considered the

problem of traction between cylinders, and he included only longitudinal creepage.

Vermeulen and Johnson (1964) solved the rolling contact problem for three·dimensional

bodies in contact including both the longitudinal and lateral creepage, but excluding the spin

creepage.

Kalker (1967a) took lateral creepage into account, and he obtained a simple approximate

solution of the rolling contact problem. Later, he obtained a solution for the case of general

creepage including spin (Kalker, 1967b). Kalker’s linear theory, which assumes the existence

of vanishingly small creepages and slip areas in the contact patch, provides the correct re-

lationship between creepages and creep forces for small creepages. Because of its simplicity,

the linear theory has been widely adopted by researchers in rail vehicle dynamics.

More recently, Kalker (1982) developed a fast algorithm, called FASTSIM, that is based upon

the slmplified theory. In Kalker’s slmplified theory, a linear relationship is assumed between

the local traction and the local material elastic displacement. FASTSIM computes the creep

forces but not creep moment. In most rail vehicle work, the moment is relatively unimportant.

A number of rail vehicle dynamicists use a heuristic creep force model because of its sim-

pllcity and speed of computation. The heuristic model uses the creep coeflicients from

Kalker’s (1967a) linear theory, and the form of the creep force saturation curve from the
l

Vermeulen and Johnson (1964) work. Shen et al. (1983) documented this model and compared

I
I
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its accuracy to computations based upon Kalker’s FASTSIM algorithm and another algorithm
called DUVOROL that was formulated by Kalker and Tjoeng (Shen et al., 1983).

Generally speaking, it is not necessary to obtain the distribution of creep force and moment

in the contact patch. Only the resultant force and moment are usually needed to implement

dynamics models. ln this work, the local creep force and moment are required so as to cal-

culate the distribution of the work done in the contact patch, and a wear model is employed

that postulates wear to be proportional to the work done between the contacting surfaces.

In this section the program FASTSIM and a recent modification (Wang and Fries, 1988a) to it

are discussed. FASTSIM has been modiüed to compute the creep moment and also the creep

force, moment and slip velocity distributions within the contact patch.

Consider a wheel rolling over a rail at a constant speed, V, as shown in Fig. 10. The contact 1
Ipatch is an elllpse with the ratio of the semiaxes (%) , according to the Hertzian contact l

theory. The creep forces and moment can be obtained by integrating the shear pressures |
(Px, P,) over the contact area. Eq.(2.12) has been added to Kalker’s original work in FASTSIM.I

Fx Er Px(x-v)dxdv (2-10) Es

FY E 'H
PY(x.Y)dxdy (2.11)s

Mz E lf [Py(x„y) x — Px(X.Y) y]dxdy (2.12)
s

where
l

F, = longltudlnal creep force



.é ’
'¢

‘ contact patch

y P'(x'y) ° "x<X•v) X

Flgure 10. Force and moment actlng on oontact area, S
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F, = lateral creep force

Mz = creep moment

P, = longitudinal shear pressure

P, = lateral shear pressure

Pz = normal pressure

S = the region of the elllptlcal contact patch

and

Y$={(><•Y)l(§·)2+(·g)2Sl} (2-ISI

The velocitles of the particles at the surface of either the wheel or rail can be expressed as

60,
I
I
I
I

60, I
U,(x,y) = 6V, + mz x — —äi— (2.15) I

_ I
I
I

where I
I

U,, U, = the velocitles of the particles at the surface of the contact patch I
6V,. 6V, = creep (slip) velocitles :

I
mz = spin angular velocity I

Ü,. Ü, = tangential elastlc deformatlon

I
Slnce Ü, = Ü,(x,y,t) and Ü, = Ü,(x,y.t). the exact derivatives of Ü, and Ü, are I

I
Id0,=a0, l,L+ 60, Idt ä x ä t ä y ä t ä t ä t 'I
I

dt äx ät ä y ät ät ät °

I
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wheredüy düy . . . .Z- , = tangentlal elastlc deformatlon velocity at a surface point (x,y)

Because the lateral velocity is zero, and longitudinal velocity is V, eq. (2.16) and (2.17) become

60, 6 0, 6 0,W= VW +W <2·‘“>

60, 6 0, 6 0,W= VW +W <2·‘°>

By substituting the deformed velocity, eq.(2.14) and (2.15) become

6 0, 6 0,Ux(X,Y)= V+ÖVx—wzY—(VE—+•5T) (2.20)

6 0, 6 0,Uy(X,Y) = ÖVy + wz X — (VW + (2.21)

. 6 6, 6 0, . . .For the case of steady rolling, (-5-F-=0,7?-=0) , the micro-slip velocity of the contact

patch at position (x,y) between wheel and rail can be obtained by

Ö Oxw Ö ÜxrWx = (6Vxw ‘ ÖVxr) " (wzw ‘ wzr) Y * V(W*W') (2-22)ö x ö x

w - 6V 6V ÖÜYW ÖÜYTv—( vw" vr)+(wzw*wzr)*‘V(W*W) (2-23)ö x ö x

where
W,, W, = mlcro·sllp velocitles of the partlcles at the surface of the contact patch

6V,,,, 6V,,, = creep (slip) velocitles for wheel
6V„. 6V,, = creep (slip) velocities for rail

66,,, = spin angular velocity of wheel

mz, = spin angular velocity of rail
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By dividing by nominal velocity, V, and substltutlng the creepage definition, eq. (2.22) and

(2.23) become

WX Ö UX
T· 4x ‘ ESP Y ‘7,7 (2-24)

Wy Ö Uy
7- Üv — fsp X —7; (2-25)

where

V = nominal velocity

W, = longitudinal slip velocity at (x,y)

W, = lateral slip velocity at (x,y)

ux = Üxw " Üxr

= difference of longitudinal elastic displacement of wheel and rail at (x,y)

Uv = Üvw " Üvr

= difference of lateral elastic displacement of wheel and rail at (x,y)

6, = longitudinal creepage

6, = lateral creepage

6s, = spin creepage

Notice that W, and W, include the rigid body motions consisting of the translational motion in

the x and y direction (6,, 6,), the rotational motion in the z direction (6,,, y, 6,,, x), and the
. . Ö ux Ö Uvelastic displacements ( ax , ax ).

ln the simplilied theory (Kalker, 1982) for an anisotropic relation, Kalker assumed

UX = LPXUy

= Lpy.

where
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L = some constant

By substituting eq. (2.26) and (2.27) and dividing by L, the normallzed slip equations, (2.24) and
(2.25), become

Wx fx Ösp Y Ö px @29)
Wv Öv Ösp X Ö pvVL —T+—T‘·77‘ @·29)

Furthermore,

W E ö P (2.30)1 1 L2 Ö X

w 0 P
V l-2 (-2 l-2 öx ,

I
where L, , L,, and L, are determined from KaIker’s linear theory (1967a),1

8 1
...4.1., - 3CMG (2.32) I

1
8a l I= —·——· 2.33L2 3C,2G ( )

R8,1,3
=Tag- (2.34)

where .
a = length of longitudlnal semi—axis of elliptical contact patch

b = length of lateral semi-axis of elliptical contact patch

G = shear modulus of the contact bodies’
C,) = the creepage and spin coeflicients ( Kalker, 1979)

(
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According to Kalker’s suggestion (1982), the variables are nondimensionalized to implement

the calculation of the creep forces and moment in the program FASTSIM.

P

Y pv ‘
YI

=iPIbY #20

Z' =* 2.35ZG ( )

NZo —-
abN, (2.36)

N = Pzdxdy (2.37)S

N' = II Z'dX'dY' = (1 — X'2 — Y'2)dX'dY' = (2.38)S,
sf

S' = { (X', Y') | X’2
+ Y'2 51} (2.39)

where
N = normal force

p = coefficient of frlctlon

(..)’ = some nondimensional quantity

By substituting the above nondimensional quantities, the slip equations (2.30) and (2.31) be-
.

COITIG “
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I I I I Ö (2.40)

„ „ „ , öP'vWv=€v+X
6sp,—g·)p— (2.41)

where

w' awx 2 42X —#ZoVL1W'

awy (2 43)Yatx

’ =·—·—— 2.44fx #20,-1 ( )

aöy’
=·—·———· 2.45Öv #20% ( )

abäsp
' =l- 2.46{SFX ILZOL3 ( )

2a 6*0 TZÜÜ (2**7)
From eq. (2.10) · (2.12), the normalized forces and moment can be obtained.

I
= I I I I I 1Fx Y)dX dY - abzop Fx (2.48)

I i I I I I I =
1. Fy - I-L•Py(X , Y )dX dY abzw Fy (2.49)
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I .., I I I I _ I I I I I I _ 1MZ ..H;'{PY(X , Y) aX Px(X , Y) b Y}dX dY -———abZOu MZ (2.50)

FASTSIM (Kalker, 1982) used eq. (2.48) and (2.49) and the nondimensionalized quantities de-

scribed above to compute the nondimensionalized lateral and longitudinal creep forces. Eq.
(2.50) was added to the FASTSIM code to compute the nondimensionalized spin moment
(Wang and Fries, 1988a). Note that M} in eq. (2.50) is different from the nondimensionalized

moment used by Kalker (1967c). The dimensional forces and moment are computed by

2 IFx=‘;?#PFx (2·51)

F -lpPF' 2 52Y" 1f Y ( · )

2 IMZ = pPMZ (2.53)

ln addition to the creep forces, (F,. F,) , and creep moment, Mz, the local creep forces and

moment at each subarea, (FX", F,U, Mzu), and the local normalized slips
W W(-j‘—|„,-%|,l), and spin (—%|„) shown in Fig. 11 are computed by the modified FASTSIM.

2.5 Study of Slip/Adhesion Region at the Contact Patch

The contact patch ls divided into the slip and adhesion regions, and no relative motion occurs

between the contacting bodies in the adhesion region. From Coulomb law, the slip and ad-

hesion regions are given by

Ssllp = {(¤-v)I(Px(¤-v)- P,(x-v)) >l·Pz} (2-54)
”

Sean = {(¤-v)I(Px(x-v)- P,(><-v)) S uPz) (2-55)
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Figure 11. Local creep force and sllp at the contact patch
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where

5,,,,, = slip region

8,,,,, = adhesion region

The slip and adhesion regions are easily found using eq. (2.54) and (2.55). A general view of

slip and adhesion regions is shown in Fig. 12.

A number of factors affect the size and the distribution ofthe slip and adhesion regions. When

the load, the geometry and materials of the contacting bodies, and the coefficient of friction

are fixed, the influence of creepage alone on the slip and adhesion regions can be observed.

For wear w;rk, the locations of the slip and adhesion regions are important because no en-
ergy is dissipated in the adhesion region.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of slip and adhesion in a contact patch with a/b = 2. The slip

region is crosshatched, the adhesion region is clear, and rolling is in the x·dlrection. Thespincreepage

is zero for Fig. 13. When the lateral and longitudinal creepages are increased, the

slip region maintains symmetry with respect to the x·axis. With increased creepage, the slip

region moves forward in the contact patch until the creepages are high enough that the slip

region encompasses the entire region.

Figure 14 shows the distribution of slip and adhesion for the same conditions as Fig. 13 except

that the lateral creepage is zero, and cases of small and large spin creepage are shown. The

presence of spin creepage causes asymmetry of the slip and adhesion regions. The large

spin case has sufficient spin creepage that the slip region nearly covers the contact patch.

For small spin, the slip region is thicker on the negative side of the y-axis. —

Figure 15 shows the distribution of slip and adhesion for the same conditions as Fig. 13 except
that the longitudinal creepage is zero, and cases of small and large spin creepage are shown.

-
For small spin creepage, the development of slip region is similar to the pure creepage case.
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Flgure 12. Sllpladheslon reglon related to creep lorce (Nagurka, 1983)
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Figure 13. Sllpladheelon reglone for zero epln creepage
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Figure 14. Sllpladheelon reglone for zero lateral creepage
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For large spin creepage, only a small region of adhesion exists. This adhesion region mi-
grates around in the contact patch depending on the amount of Iateral creepage present. lt
is at the trailing end of the contact patch for large lateral creepage, and at the leading edge
of the contact patch for large negative Iateral creepage.

Figure 16 shows the distribution of slip and adhesion for the same conditions as Fig. 13 except
that the Iongitudinal and Iateral creepages are zero. The slip and adhesion regions are
symmetrical with respect to the x·axis for all cases in Fig. 16. For the small spin creepage
case, the slip regions are at the edges of the contact patch. For the large spin creepage case,

only a small region of adhesion exists. This adhesion region becomes progressively smaller

as the spin creepage increases.

ln order to visualize the distributions of creep force, moment, slip and work done at the contact
patch, these quantities are plotted on 3·dimensional plots. Figures 17 and 18 show two typical

cases. ln these figures, the regions of slip and adhesion are shown in the upper left plot. The

dots indicate regions of slip, so the direction of contact patch velocity vector is to the left. The
upper right plot shows the contact patch work distribution. The remaining plots show the local
creep force and creepage distributions within the contact patch.

The slip region shown in Fig. 17 results from positive Iongitudinal, lateral, and spin creepages.

The slip region covers the trailing portion of the contact patch. The work is zero in the adhe-
sion region and positive in the slip region, as expected. The Iongitudinal and Iateral forces

are about 2800 and 3800 lb respectively, and the spin moment is about 2 ft-Ib. Obviously, the
net contribution of the spin moment is small, but the spin creepage causes the slip region to

be asymmetrical as shown.

Figure 18 shows results of a case with Iongitudinal creepage equal to zero. The Iateral and
spin creepages are sufticiently high to cause slip in the entire contact patch.

l
The Iongitudinal.

and Iateral creep forces are 0 and about 3300 lb respectively, and the spin moment is about
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10 ft-lb. Even though the net longitudlnal force is zero, the longitudlnal force distribution is
not zero, as shown in the ügure.

Summary

1. This chapter dlscusses the wheel/rail rolling contact mechanics.
2. The concept of creepage ls presented for rolling contact with slip and spin. The creepage

expressions for a wheelset are presented.

3. Hertzian contact theory is lntroduced and used to calculate the contact area and contact
stresses in the wheel/rail contact.

4. Kalker’s simpllfled theory to determine the creep force and moment is discussed. Be-
. cause the contact forces and moment are the external forces and moment acting on train,

they are needed in the solutions of rail vehicle dynamics problem.

5. Several three-dimensional plots for the distribution of creep force, creep moment, slip,

spin and work done have been presented for the typical cases of the wheel/rail rolling
contact. These plots help to visualize the force, slip, and work distributions within the
contact aatch.

6. A series of plots shows how the slip and adhesion regions depend upon various combi-
nations of longitudinal, lateral, and spin creepages.

7. The work presented in this chapter provides the basis for the wear computations dis-

cussed in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3 : Analytical Dynamics Model for the

Study of Wear Process

Truck or car dynamic response is a problem that causes considerable concern. When the
wear problem is treated, the effect of dynamic response is significant, because the dynamic

response affects the wheel/rail contact position. The influence of the wheel/rail contact posi-

tion on wear was introduced in chapter 2 and will be discussed further in Chapter 4. This

chapter concentrates on the vehicle dynamics problem that must be solved in order to predict

wheel wear.

ln railway vehicle dynamlcs, people are interested in lateral stability and vertical response

on tangent track or curved track. Garg and Dukkipati (1984) presented several dynamic

models for different purposes. A 25-degree-of-freedom linear model was developed to inves-
tigate the hgnting behavior of a freight car on tangent track. A 15·degree-of·freedom linear

model was considered for the lateral stability of a passenger car on tangent track.

Usually, a car body is supported by two trucks each having two wheelsets. A wheelset is the
basic component of a truck. The equations of motion of wheelset are derived in Appendix A

C
and summarized in this chapter. The lateral and yaw equations are used to determine the
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external force and moment, and the spin equation is used to obtain perturbation spin angle
response.

For the purpose of investigating wheel wear, a 5-degree·of-freedom nonlinear half·car model

is chosen to predict the truck motion on tangent track, and to obtain the contact position of the

wheel on the rail and other wheel/rail geometric constraint functions which are discussed in

Chapter 2. A complete description of the 5-degree-of-freedom half—car model is presented,

and the equations of motion are summarized. See Appendix C for the derivation.

Track irregularity has a significant effect on truck response. A mathematical model generates

random rail alignment as a position input for the system. In addition, the nonlinear Coulomb

friction moment at the vehicle centerplate is simulated by a slider model as proposed by
Heller et al.(1977b) for modeling Coulomb friction.

Finally, Runge·Kutta numerical integration ls used to solve the nonlinear differential . .

equations, and the dynamic response of the 5·degree-of-freedom half-car model is presented.

In addition, The hunting phenomenon ln railway dynamlcs is lntroduced.

l
3.1 Nomenclature l

The nomenclature used ln the development of the equations of motion is as followsz

Mw = mass of wheelset (slugs) (two for each truck)

M, = mass of sideframe (slugs) (two for each truck)

M, = mass of bolster (slugs) (one for each truck)

M, = mass of car body (slugs) ,

IW, = mass moment of lnertia of wheelset in yaw direction(slugs·ft*)In
= mass moment of inertla of sideframe in yaw direction (slugs-ft') l

3
I,,, = mass moment of lnertia of bolster in roll direction (slugs·ft’)
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IC, = mass moment of inertia of bolster in yaw direction (slugs-ft’)
IC, = mass moment of inertia of car body in roll direction (slugs-ftz)

IC, = mass moment of inertia of car body in yaw direction (slugs·ft’)
KC, = lateral spring stiffness of suspension (lb/ft)

KC, = vertical spring stiffness of suspension (lb/ft)

KC, = yaw spring stiffness of suspension (Ib/rad)

KC, = yaw spring stiffness of car body (Ib/rad)
CC, = lateral damping of suspension (Ib·sec/lt)

CC, = vertical damping of suspension (lb-sec/lt)
CC, = yaw damping of suspension (lb·ft-sec/rad)

CC, _ = yaw damping of car body (Ib-ft·sec/rad)

H, = distance from c.g. of car body to wheelset c.g. (ft)

H, = distance from c.g. of car body to bolster c.g. (ft)

L = half length between front and rear wheelsets (ft)

D = half length between right and left side frame (lt)

A = half wheel gauge (tt)

V = train velocity (mph)

Y, = truck lateral displacement (lt)
‘l',

= truck yaw angle (rad)
‘I·',,

= truck warp angle (rad)

YC = car body lateral displacement (in)

<l>C = car body roll angle (rad)

Y, = truck lateral velocity (in/sec)
‘P,

= truck yaw angular velocity (rad/sec)
‘l·'„

= truck warp angular velocity(rad/sec)YC

= car body lateral velocity(ln/sec)¢C

= car body roll angular velocity (rad/sec)
- E, = Iongitudinal creepage
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f, = lateral creepage
fs, = spin creepage (1/lt)

R,, = radius of right wheel at contact point (ln)
RL = radius of left wheel at contact point (in)

Ro = nominal radius of wheelset (in)
6,, = right contact angle (rad)

ÖL = left contact angle (rad)

6,, = average wheelset roll angle (rad)

Ä, = average wheelset vertical displacement (ft)
76,, = average wheelset roll angular velocity (rad/sec)
Ä, = average wheelset vertical velocity (ft/sec)
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Coordlnates

X = longitudlnal direction

Y = lateral direction

Z = vertical direction
<D = roll angle
(-3 = pitch angle
‘P

= yaw angle

Subscript

W = wheelset
B = bolster

l

F = sideframe

C = car body

R = right wheel

L = left wheel

f = front wheelset

r = rear wheelset

Subscrlpt sequence

Fm = force at X·dlrection on right-front wheel
Ku = bolster spring stitfness at Z·direction
I„ = mass moment of lnertia of bolster at Z·direction
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3.2 Wheelset Equations of Motion

The wheelset is a basic and important dynamic component of a truck. There are six degrees

of freedom,

x = longitudinal displacement of wheelset mass center

y = Iateral displacement of wheelset mass center

z = vertical displacement of wheelset mass center

¢> = roll angle of wheelset

ß = perturbatlon spin angle of wheelset
lp = yaw angle of wheelset

The rear view of a wheelset is shown in Fig. 19, and the derivation of the wheelset equations

of motion are presented in Appendix A. A summary of the wheelset equations of motion are

included here:

longitudinal equatlon

Iateral equatlon

MY = Fw. + Fm + Nw. + Nm + Fvs (3·2)

vertical equatlon

roll equatlon

’wxÖ
·· RvR(FzR + Nzn) — Rzn(FvR + Nvn) + Rw.(Fz1. + NZL) " RZL(FYL + Nw.)
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Flgure 19. Rear vlew of a wheelset

l
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spln equatlon

'wvß = RzR(FxR + Nxn) • RxR(FzR + Nzn) + RzL(Fx1. + Nxi.) " Rxi.(Fz1. + N2:.)

yaw equatlon

RvR(FvR + Nm) · RvR(FxR + Nxn) + RXL(FYL + Nvr.) ‘ Rv1.(Fx1. + Nxt)

3.3 Five-Degree-of-Freedom Half-Car Model

A reallstlc simulatlon of truck dynamics ls required for this work. The suspension system ls

modeled by equivalent suspension elements. The configuration of a half—car is adopted from
the 80-ton open hopper car (Davila, 1986) shown in Fig. 20.

The 5 degrees of freedom are

Y, = truck lateral displacement

W, = truck yaw angle

W, = truck warp angle

Yc = car body lateral displacement

d>c = car body roll angle

The schematlc of the 5—degree·of·freedom half·car model are shown in Fig. 21. There are

three degrees of freedom (lateral, yaw, and warp) for the truck, and two degrees of freedom

(lateral and roll) for the half·car. Fig. 21 also detines a few other parameters that appear in

the equations of motion. Assuming the vertical motion is small, it can be neglected as will
I

be shown later. The wheelset external forces (A.75) and moments (A.76) for the front and rear
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M„, = 78.600 (slugs), mass of wheelset (two for each truck)M,. = 24.000 (slugs), mass of sideframe (two for each truck)M, = 36.100 (slugs), mass of bolster (one for each truck)M, = 1102.000 (slugs), mass of car body
l,,,,„ = 53.100 (slugs-R2), mass inertia of wheelset in spin direction1,,,, = 448.500 (slugs-R'), mass inertia of wheelset in yaw directionIF, = 77.800 (slugs·ft'), mass inertia of sideframe in yaw directionl,,, = 178.600 (slugs·R'), mass inertia of bolster in roll direction/,, = 178.600 (slugs-ft'), mass inertia of bolster in yaw directionIC, = 13000.000 (sIugs·R*), mass inertia of car body in roll directionIC, = 234000.000 (slugs·R*), mass inertia of car body in yaw direction

K,, = 0.61930E +05 (lb/ft), Iateral spring stiffness of suspensionK,, = 0.257155 +06 (lb/R), vertical spring stiffness of suspensionK,, = 0.37290E +07 (|b·R/rad), yaw spring stiffness of suspensionK, = 0.50000E+08 (Ib·R/rad) , Rotation spring stiffness of centerplate (Fig. 23)F, = 606.000 (|b·R), breakout friction moment of centerplate
C,,, = 0.43248E +05 (|b·sec/R), Iateral damping coeflicient of suspensionC,, = 0.40803E +05 (lb·sec/R), vertical damping coeflicient of suspensionC,, = 0.80854E +05 (|b·R·sec/rad), yaw damping coefticient of suspensionCc, = 0.12280E +05 (|b—R·sec/rad), yaw damping coefficient of centerplate
H, = 2.994 (R), distance from c.g. of carbody to wheelset center lineH, = 2.994 (R), distance from c.g. of carbody to c.g. of bolster ·L = 2.833 (R), half length between front and rear wheelsetsD = 3.250 (R), half length between right and left sideframeA = 2.208 (ft), half wheel gauge

Figure 20. Configuration of the 80-ton open hopper car
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I

wheelsets are obtained from the lateral and yaw equations of motion. By omittlng the high
I

order terms, the wheelset external forces become

6:.:* öRfF:= (F30.: + F3<R:)(‘Vw + Wr) + (F'vi.: + F'YRf) " WA("T"'+ ‘bw:) (3-7)

6Lr ' 6RrF: = (F30: + F3m:)(‘Yw + ‘Yr) + (Fn: + F'm:) — WA( —;— + (Pw:) (3—8)

where

F, = front·whee|set external force

F, = rear~wheelset external force
F$,„ = left·front wheel creep force at X~direction
F',,_, = left-front wheel creep force at Y·direction
F§,,,, = right·front wheel creep force at X·direction
F',,,, = right-front wheel creep force at Y·direction I
FQ,,_, = left·rear wheel creep force atX-directionFQL,

= lelt·rear wheel creep force at Y·direction

·F§,,,,= right-rear wheel creep force at X-direction I
F§„,,, = right-rear wheel creep force at Y·direction I
W, = load of front wheelset (nearly one·forth total weight)

left·front wheel contact angle
6,,, = right-front wheel contact angle
6,_, = left·rear wheel contact angle
6,,, = right-rear wheel contact angle
<D„,, = frontwheelset roll angle

I
<I>,,, = rear wheelset roll angle

and the wheelset extemal moments become

· M:= A(F3:R: ‘ F30.:) + (FS(RfARf+ F3(LfALf) — (F3m:R:=u= + F30.:Ru=)‘bw:
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+ ME1.: + M2Rf (3-9)

M: = ^(F3<R: " F30.:) + (F3rR:ARr + F30.: AL:) " (F3<R: RRR + F'x1.: RLR)(DWr

+ME'Lr +MERr (3-10)

where

M, = front-wheelset external moment

M, = rear~wheeIset external moment

MQL, = left·front wheel creep moment at Z·direction

MQR, = right-front wheel creep moment at Z·direction

MQL, = left·rear wheel creep moment at Z·direction

MQR, = right·rear wheel creep moment at Z·direction

Au = distance from tapeline to contact point for Ieft·front wheel T
A„, = distance from tapeline to contact point for right-front wheel

Au = distance from tapeline to contact point for left·rear wheel
A„, = distance from tapeline to contact point for right·rear wheel

tA = half wheel gauge l

The equations of motion for the 5-degree-of~freedom, half-car model are derived in Appendix

C and summarized as follows:

MT 0 0 0 0 VT
0 'rr 'rw 0 0 (PT
0 ’rw (ww 0 0 ‘l)w
0 0 0 Mac M6H2 VC
0 0 0 MBH2 lcc Öc
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Y
2cav 0 0 *2csv °2CBYH2 Y,

0 cc? cc? 0 0 ‘P,
+ 0 cc)? cac 0 0 ‘i'w

*2cav 0 0 2cav 2c6vH2 VC
"2CBYH2 0 0 ZCBYH2 ccc ÖC

2Kav 0 0 *2Kav °2K8YH2 YT
0 Kcv Kcw 0 0 WT

+ 0 Kcq, KBC 0 0 WW
*2Kev 0 0 2Kav 2KBYH2 Yc

'ZKBYHZ 0 0 2KBYH2 Kcc <I>C

M,+ M, + (F,— F,)L

= MH- Mr (3.11)
0

Nonlinear Coulomb Friction

The damping in the centerplate ls provided by dry or Coulomb frictlon. A slider model for

Coulomb frictlon moment ls developed to slmulate the Coulomb friction nonlinearity (Heller

et al., 1977b) The reallstlc characteristic curve is shown in Fig. 22. The top of Fig. 22 is the

ideal characteristic curve of Coulomb frictlon, and the bottom is the characteristic curve of the
slider model. The schematic of the slider model for Coulomb frictlon moment is presented in
Fig. 23. The model includes an inertlaless rotational slider and a stiff rotational spring. The

I
slider model is valid for the entire frequency without accuracy problems near resonance and
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Flgure 23. Scheme ol sllder model for rotatlon Coulomb lrlctlon
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does not require integration step changes as model parameters change. The characteristics
of the model are verified by Heller et al. (1977b).

The characteristics are

sr IMI <M,, then 6„=o (3.12)

if IMI 2M,, then &=Ö (3.13)

t where
M = frictlon moment for centerplate

M, = breakout frictlon moment

a = rotation angle of lnertialess body,I,

0 = rotation angle between car body and centerplate

ln order to determine a, further restrictions, when IMI 2 M, , are

. . · Mo .lf a=H>O, then a=H—·—— (3.14)K0

. . · Moif a=6<0, then a==6+T<— (3.15)0

if &=Ö=0, then a=6 (3.16)

such that the Coulomb frictlon momentbecomeswhere

t
MF, = Coulomb frictlon moment forcenterplate.l

K, = equivalent yaw spring stiffness forcenterplatet
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By substituting Coulomb friction moment into eq. (3.11), the equations of motion become

MT 0 0 0 0 VT
0 ’rr ’rw 0 0 WT
0 ’rw ’ww 0 0 ‘i’w
0 0 0 Mac MBH2 VC
0 0 0 MBH2 ’cc Öc

I 2csv 0 0 *2cav 'ZCBYH2 YT
0 cc? cc? 0 0 WT

+ 0 cc? cac 0 0 ‘i"w
*2cav 0 0 Zcav ZCBYH2 VC

”2cBYH2 0 0 2CBYH2 ccc d’C

2Kav 0 0 -2Kav _2KBYH2 YT
0 0 0 0 0 ‘*’r

+ 0 0 Katy 0 O WW
*2Kav 0 0 2Kav 2KBYH2 YcV -2KBYH2 0 0 ZKBYH2 Kcc <Dc

MT+ MT + (FT- FT)L + MFC

= M:+ Mr + Mm (3.18)
O

Y

I
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3.4 Random Rail Alignment Generation

There are four important irregularities in track geometry, gauge, crosslevel, Iateral alignment,

and vertical surface profile. The delinitions are as followsz

gauge horizontal distance between two rails measured between the heads of rail

in the plane —ä— in. below the top of the rail

crosslevel difference between the elevatlon of two rails

Iateral alignment average of the Iateral positions of two rails

C
vertical surface profile average of elevatlon of two rails

lThese delinitions are illustrated in Fig. 24. Many mathematical models have been developed 1
to describe these irregularity properties. White et al. (1978) used a PSD model for both Iateral1
alignment and vertical surface profile. Detwiler and Nagurka (1983) used a PSD model for ,

Iateral alignment, gauge, and crosslevel. More recently, Fries and Coffey (1986) havedevel-oped

a state·space approach to simulate the vertical and crosslevel rail irregularities.

ln this work, only the Iateral alignment irregularity is taken into account, since the Iateral re-

sponse is required when considering the wear problem. The gauge, crosslevel and vertical

surface profiles are assumed uniform. The rail Iateral alignment provides the input to the

5·degree-of-freedom half-car model. The PSD model for Iateral alignment (White et al., 1978)

is given by

$(0.) AM; (319)
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Flgure 24. lllustratlon o1 truck lrregularlty (Gary and Dukklpatl, 1984) I
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where
:2 ° • L2$(0,) Iateral alignment power spectral density, rad/R

0, = spatlal frequency?
,1 = wavelength

0, = critical wave number correspondlng to a 25-ft wavelength,
_E radQt “ 25 ( n )

0, = critical wave number correspondlng to a 1000-ft, 0, = %gF(%tg-)
A, = scale factor for Iateral alignment (ft)

class 4 : A, = 4.429 x 10·° (ft)

class 5 : A, = 1.102 x 10·° (ft)
class 6 : A, = 4.921 x 10·' (ft)

This model was implemented in the algorithm developed by Fries and Coffey (1987) for use in
this work.

3.5 Solution Method

ln general, the equations of motion for a multlple·degree-of-freedom system have the form

[M] {X} + [9] {X} + [K] {X} = {F(f)} (3-29)

where

[M] = mass matrix
[C] = damping matrix

[K] = spring matrix

{X} = displacement vector

{X} = velocity vector
{X} = acceleration vector

° {F(t)} = force vector
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This form is expressed in equation (3.18). Because the equations of motion include the non-
linear Coulomb friction moment, (Mm)- the linear approaches, such as Laplace Transforma-
tion, are not suitable. The most common method used to solve this problem is the Runge-Kutta
method. In order to apply the Runge-Kutta method, the equations of motion are manipulated

into simultaneous first-order ordinary differential equations. The general forms are

dy
7% = f:1(x• y1• y2•···• yn)

dy
-8% = f2(X• y1• y2•···• yn)

d v
T1-;'L=

f„(x, y1, y2,..., y„) (3.21)

with initial conditions given at a common point, x, ,

.V1(xO) = y1,0

y2,0-

V

v„(><¤) = v„,¤ (3-22)

An IMSL subroutine named DVERK (IMSL, 1982), which implements a sixth order Runge-Kutta
l

solver, has been used to solve the differential equations in this work.

For the numerical solution, the five second-order differential equations are transformed into
ten first-order simultaneous differential equations. Let
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A=n %=h

za = wa za = 44,

za = ww Za = ¤i¤w

A=% 4=&

za = d>C Zaa = <i>C (3.23)

then, the equations become

26 = 7;,7 {Fvrr * WA¢(r+r) * 2Cav(26 * H2Z10 · 29) (3 24)" 2K6v(21 ' H2Z5 " 24) + FXfr(Z2 +23)}(nä;

+ ltwét = Q1 (3.25)

’rw27 + 'ww2a = Q2 (326)

Mac2e + MBH2210 = $1 (327)

where

Q1 = (AFX(R—L) + LFY(f—f) + WA¢(r—0 + FA ‘ Fe + Mzrr)

+ ·(MFF ‘ KC‘I·')(Z2 + 23) + MFC (323)

Q2 = (AFX(R—L) + FA ‘ Fe + Mzrr) " Cawza ‘ Kc¤1·22 ' Kacza

M„(Z2 + Z3) + MFC (3.30)
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$1 = 2C6v(Z6 " H2Z1o " Z9) + 2KBY(Z1 " H2Z6 ‘* Z4) (3-31)

S2 Z6) " CccZ1o
‘ 2KBYH2(Z4 ‘ Z1) * KccZs (3-32)

Therefore, Z, , Z, , Z, and Z,6 can be solved in terms of ( Z, , Z, ,..., Z,6 ), so that the simul-

taneously differential equations similar to (3.21) are

2, = 26 (3.33)

2, = 2, (3.34)

26 = 26 · (3.35)

2, = 26 (3.36)

25=Z«6 (327)
· 1Z6 = 7,7,; (Fm- ‘ wA‘l>(r+f) ‘ 2CBY(Z6 ‘ H2Z1O " Za) (3 38)" 2KBY(Z1 " H2Z5 * Z4) + FXfr(Z2 + Z2)}

- (O I - Q I )Z7 = (3_3Q)1

• (O I — Q I )Za.

S I —S M HZ92

. (S M — S M H )Z10A, .
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where

'rr (rw 2A1 = = ’rr’ww ‘ ’rw ($43)’rw 'ww

M MBC MBMB M , (M MM MM,= = BC cc " 6 2 ·MBH2 (cc

and the initial condition for f, = 0

é1(0)= 0 (3.45)

22(O) = 0 (3.46)

21o(0) = 0 ($47)

3.6 Result of Dynamic Response

Two cases uf dynamics response of the 5·degree-of·freedom nonlinear hall’·car model are

presented. Figure 25, 26 and 27 show the time domain response of the empty car running at

the speed of 45 mph (66 fps). Fig. 25 shows the truck Iateral displacement and the rail Iateral

alignment. The two thin curves are the rail Iateral alignments for the front and rearwheelsetand

the thick curve is the truck Iateral displacement. The rail random Iateral alignments vary

along the rail centerline, which is straight, and the truck Iateral displacement generally follows

the rail alignments.
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Flgure 25. Truck Iateral dlsplacement and rall lateral allgnment (45 mph)
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Flgure 26. Front and rear wheelset lateral dlsplacements (45 mph)
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Flgure 27. Vertlcel dlsplecement end roll engle of the wheelset (45 mph)
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l

Previously, Fig. 8 shows that flange contact first occurs at about 0.29 in. Fig. 26 shows both
the front and rear wheelset lateral displacements. Since the wheelset lateral displacement

is not more than j; 0.21 in., no flange contact occurs in this case. In Fig. 27, the upper two

figures are the wheelset roll angle responses. These quantities are the order of 10** rad. The

middle two figures of Fig. 27 are the vertical displacement response of the wheelset. These

quantities are the order of 10·’ ft. Both the rolling angle and vertical displacement of the

wheelsets are relatively small, so their effect on dynamics response is negligible. The bottom

figure of Fig. 27 is the Coulomb friction moment in the centerplate between the car body and

bolster. The breakout friction moment is 606 (ft·lb) which is the moment required to cause

relative motion between the carbody and the centerplate.

Another case for empty car running at the speed of 80 mph (117.3 fps) is shown on Fig. 28 and

Fig. 29. Fig. 28 shows the truck lateral displacement exhibiting hunting. Hunting is a sustained
‘ limit cycle oscillation that occurs when the vehicle travels at speeds in excess of the hunting

threshold speed. Fig. 29 shows the wheelset lateral displacement. Slight flange contact exists
for several time intervals in this case, because the wheelset Iateral displacement is more than

0.29 in.

Summary

1. The wheelset ls a basic dynamic component of all railway vehicles. The equations of

motion of a wheelset are derived in Appendix A and summarized in this chapter. The

lateral and yaw equations are used to obtain the external force and moment which act

on the wheelset.

2. A slider model simulates Coulomb friction moment at the centerplate in the half·car

model.
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3. . Random rail irregularitles provide the input to the model, but only the lateral alignment
is considered in the simulation because the lateral response is of importance in the wear
problem.

4. The Runge-Kutta method is applied to solve the simultaneously differential equations of
the system.

5. Two cases of dynamic response of the 5-degree-of·freedom half-car model show normal
operation and hunting which occurs at high train speed.

I
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Chapter 4 : Wear Prediction in WheellRail Rolling

Contact
I

The wear mechanism found in wheel/rail rolling contact is complex, including adhesion wear,
T

abrasive wear, surface fatlgue wear, cracks and plastic deformation. The purpose of this
T

chapter is not to distinguish the wear mechanism but to develop an algorithm to predict wheel
wear profile by using the contact patch work wear model. I

I
The basic assumption of the contact patch work model is that the wear is proportional to the T
energy dissipation or work done in the contact patch. Recently, the idea of the contact patch T
work model have been wldely accepted in predicting the wear of wheel/rail rollingcontactbecause

it agrees well with experimentalresults.This

chapter discusses both Archard's model and the contact patch work model. The

appli·cationof the contact patch work wear model to wheel/rail rolling contact is lntroduced
tosimulatethe wheel wear and to obtain wheel wear profile and its wear rate. The relationship T
between the contact patch work model for wheel/rail rolling contact and Archard's model for

T
the sliding contact is derived. The wear index coefficient for the contact patch work model
and the wear coefficient for Archard's model are related to eachother.I

I
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4.1 Wear Models

Archard’s Model

Archard’s model, developed by Archard (1953), states that wear volume is directly propor-

tional to normal force and sliding distance, but inversely proportional to the hardness of ma-

terial, The expression is

0 ac NHQ- (4.1)

where

Q = wear volume (ln°)

N = normal load (lb)

D = sliding distance (in)

- LQ.H hardness ( mz )

Furthermore, Archard defined the wear coefficient, K, in the following equation.

-L MQ- 3 H (4-2)

Contact Patch Work Model

Rail vehicle wheels typically operate with both rolling contact and slip. Many researchers I
have attempted to formulate the wear models to describe the wheel/rail wear due torollingcontact

with slip and spin. A general review of these works is discussed in chapter 1. The I
contact patch work model is used in this work to predict wheel wear. According to Kumar

(1984), l
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"If two contecting surfaces, with e normel load, experience
creepege/slip under the influence of en external tangential
force, the work done by this force is proportional to the
voluue of wear of the meteriels produced in the wear pro-
cess• when the work used by other processes in the contact
is snell."

That is

(wear volume at the contact patch) oc (work done at the contact patch)

where
Q = total wear volume over a time period

W,,,„ = total work done over a time period

4.2 Application of Contact Patch Work Model to WheellRail RollingContact h
When sllp exists at the contact patch between the wheel and rail, there is energy dissipated

l

in the contact patch. This disslpatlve energy is equivalent to the work done in the contact

patch, which is the dot product of the creep force vector and slip vector.

Computation of Work Done in the Contact Patch

The location of the contact patch ls a function of time. The work done in the contact patch
' during time interval t, is
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I

(W6on¤)x = Fx ° Dx + Mx ° ¢x (4-4)

where
(W,,,„,),, = work done during time interval t,,

Ä, = creep force during time interval t,

lÜ,, = creep moment during time interval t,

5,, = slip during time interval t,,

IZ, = spin during time interval t,,

So the work done over a time period, T , is

Ne

Wdone = 2tFx ° Dx + Mx ° Wx} (4-5)k=1 I
andr

= ~,A¢ (4.6) I
Iw_hereN,

= number of time stepsAt = timeintervalThe
contact patch work can be computed in two ways. The global point of view considers the

I
wheel as a rigid body. From this point of view, the work done in contact patch is the

dotproductof the creep force vector and the creepage vector multiplied by the contact patch ve- I
locity and time interval under consideration. Alternatively, the contact patch work can

becomputedby integrating all of the local work done over the entire contact patch. This second
”

method accounts for the distribution of work done in the contact patch.
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Global work determlnation .

From eq. (4.4) and (4.5), the global work done at the contact patch can be expressed as

Ne Nt

Wdcna [globalkal
kai

where

W„,,„ |,,,„, = global work done over a time period,T
(W„,,,„),, = global work done during time interval t,,

(..),, = some quantity during time interval t,,

Local work determlnation

The creep force and moment and the sllp and spln creepage at each subarea in contact patch
are known (see Chapter 2), so the work done at each subarea in contact patch can be com·

puted and summed. The work expression ls

w — vu F Wr F Wr M Q 4 9( ¤¤n¤„)k— {( x,,)k(-(;"lq)k+( v,)k(7'|q)k+( z,,)k(j/·|1;)k} ( ~ )

where
(W„,,„,„),, = work done at subarea (x,, yl) ln contact patch during time interval t,,

W |„)„ = normalized Iongitudlnal slip at subarea (x,, yl) in contact patch during time
interval t,,

W(—T/L-|„),, = normalized Iateral slip at subarea (x,, yj) in contact patch during time
interval t,,

(% |„),, = normalized spln (-gt-) at subarea (x,, yj) ln contact patch during time
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interval 1,,

(FX"), = longitudinal creep force at subarea (x,, y,) incontact patch during time

interval t,,

(F,U),, = lateral creep force at subarea (x,, y,) in contact patch during time
interval t,

= creep moment at subarea (x,, y,) in contact patch during time interval 1*,,

w„„„„ l„,„„=ZZZ1<w.„,„„,,>„} <·w¤>
k=¤1 i¤1 j=1

where

N, = number of the subdivision of the contact patch along X—direction
N, = number of the subdivision of the contact patch along Y-direction

Two cases of the distribution of contact patch work are presented in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18.

Comparison ol Global and Local Work Done

Theoretlcally,

Wdone Iglobal = Wdone Ilocal (4-1 1)

Actually, because of the contact patch discretization, a discrepancy exists between the global
and local work quantitles. Although the difference is unavoidable, the distribution of the work
done in the contact patch appear to be reliable. By taking the global quantity to be correct,

the previous equation can be revised to account for the difference between the global and the
local quantitles. The local work is multiplied by a factor, R, which is determined from the ratio

of the global and local works as shown below.

’ A
Wdone Iglobal = K Wdone (local (4-12)

ii
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where

I2 = some constant

Computation of Wear Volume

Since the work done in the contact patch is found, the contact patch work model can be ap-

plied to calculate the wear volume in the contact patch. Similarly, there are two views to

compute wear volume, global and local point of views.

Global wear volume determlnatlon

Recalling the contact patch work model eq. (4.3).

Q Iglobal °° Wdone Iglobal (443)

Substituting eq. (4.7) into above equation,

Nr
Q Iglobal °¢ V^(Z((Fx)k(Üx)k + (Fv)l«(Üv)k + (Mz)k(Ösp)l«} (4-14)

k=¤1

Local wear volume determlnatlon

By applylng the contact patch work model, eq. (4.3) can be rewritten

(Qlßk °¢ (W¤¤n¤„)k (M5)

and sum of the local wear volume can be found
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Ne Nx Nv Ne Nx Nv
¤ ¤„„„.„=ZZZ<¤„>„¤=k=‘l

l=1 j=1 k==1 l=‘l j=¤1

in which (W,,,.„,U),, is defined in eq (4.9).

Comparlson ol Global and Local Wear Volume

From the comparison of global and local work done, similarly, the relationship for the global

and local wear volume is also obtained

·
A

Q (global = KO Ilocal (417)

Application to WheeIlRail Rolling Contact Problem

The work done and the wear volume in contact patch is derived previously, then the same idea

is to be applied to wheel/rail rolling contact problem. Fig. 30 shows the illustration of the

contact patch location in the wheel/rail contact and the scheme of subscripts adopted in the

following derivatlon.

Computation of Work Done along Wheel Profile

For the purpose of obtaining the distribution of wear volume along wheel profile, the local

work done and only a single strip of work done along X-direction in the contact patch during
_ time interval f,, are considered.
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Flgure 30. Illustration of the aubacrlpt ol contact patch for wheellrall contact
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Nx
A

l¤¤‘l

where

(W,,,,,,I),, = sum of work done at a strip of the contact patch along X-direction for yj
during time interval t,,, (yl is the contact patch coordinate)

Furthermore, (W,,,,,„I),, can be expressed in the wheel coordinate, y,„

((Wdone)k}m = (wdonepk (4-19)

where

{(W,„,,,„),,}„, = work done at y,„ along wheel profile during time interval t,,
y,,, = lateral position expressed in the wheel coordinate

The distribution of the work done along wheel profile over a period of time, T, is

Nt
I

(Wdone)m = Z{(Wdone)k}m (4-20)
k=1

and the total work done over a period of time, T, is

Nw Nw New.„„„ = Z<w„„„„>,„ = Z Z«w.„„.>„}„„ <w>
m=1 mat k¤1

I
where 1

I
W,,,,„ = total work done of the wheel over a period of time T I

(W,,,„,),„ = distribution of work done along the wheel profile over a period of time T I
N„ = number of subdivision of the wheelprofileI
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Computatlon of Wear Volume along the Wheel Profile

By applying contact patch work model, the wear volume along the wheel profile can be ex-
pressed as

(O)m = Kl;/(Wdone)m (4-22)

where
(0),,, = wear volume at y,,, along the wheel profile over a period of time T
K,} = some constant

By substitutlon of eq. (4.9), (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20), the total wear volume of the wheel over a
period of time, T, becomes

Ne Nw Nx Nr
¤=»< vw {ir+<Mwx,,) V lj k v,,)k V 4 k Z„)k V lj k m

kai m=‘I Ia1 j==1

(4.23)where

K,„ = wear index coefficient (K,, = KK;)

Also, the total wear volume of the wheel over a period of time, T, can be expressed in global
form

N:
Q (4-24)k-1

~
The wear index coefficient will be dlscussed more detail later. Note that eq. (4.23) and(4.24)have

the same wear volume.
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4.3 Expression of Wear Rate

Wear rate is an important physical property. In sliding contact, wear rate is usually expressed
by the removed wear volume per unit sllding distance from Archard’s model. Because of the

complexity of wear phenomena, wear rate is not a simple function. Wear is a function of many

variables. Wear rate can be expressed in three forms,
· wear volume _£Q _

time period
_

T (*25)

^ wear volume OQ- sliding distance
_

D (426)

—_ wear volume __Q_Q _
running distance - VT (*27)

The total sliding distance, D, can be defined as the sum of the sliding distance during each

time interval t, which is the product of the sliding velocity and the time step. The slip velocity
and sliding distance are as follows:

Öl = «/ (fx)Ä + (€y)Z V (4-28)

D, = D,(At)(4.29)Nt

Na Nt l· / 2 2D VA!(4-30)where

i

D, = sliding velocity during time interval t,
i 1

D, = sliding distance during time interval t,

I
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° I

D = total sliding distance over a time period(7’)

By substituting eq. (4.24), the three forms of wear rate become

N:
· _ O _ O _ VQ — — — *‘—* —· Kw_‘ ((Fx)k(Öx)k + (Fv)k(Üv)k + (Mz)k(Ösp)k} (4-31)T NtAt Nt k 1

N1
A Q KWQ = *5 =$*5*-2((Fx)k(Öx)k + (Fv)k(Öv)k + (^4z)1«(Ösp)k} (4-32)

kai2./(mi + (ey)?.
kai

N,
Ö-=£—=—9—=£%Z{(F)(€) +(F)(€) +(M)(€ )} (4-33)VT Ntk1 Xk Xk Yk Yk Zk SPk

4.4 Relation Between Archard’s Model and Contact Patch Work Model

From eq. (4.2), Archard’s model can be expressed

-Ji JEQ - 3 H (4.34)

where K ls the wear coemcient which is commonly defined based upon Archard’s relationship.
The wear coefficient can be found in Rabinowicz’s report (1980) for different materials sliding

under specific conditions, and lt is an important physical interpretation of wear behavior. Fig.

31 shows the common range of wear coeflicients for typical wear mechanlsms.

The relationship between the wear index coefficient and the wear coefficient is interesting.

I
The wear coefflcient is to Archard’s model for sliding contact, as the wear index coeflicient is



lc nt' • ^mgtalig U""“°¢d Echo; kflfbcg Excellent lube
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AaRA5lvE High aon _ i-¤- Gl!M
°‘@«%“F··i‘“EFRETTING

unlubec tuned

¤0‘2 lo'} ¤0" @*5 @*6
WEAR CCEFFICIENI

Flgure 31. Range of wear coefflclent for typlcal wear mechanlsme (Rablnowlcz, 1980)
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to the contact patch work model for the rolling contact with slip/spin. Recalling the Coulomb

friction law,

FP - M (4.35)

where

F = friction force

p = friction coefficient

N = normal load

ln rolling contact with slip, F can be considered as the creep force and substituted into eq.

(4.2),

KQ- 3HM FD (4.36)

The wear rate expressed in wear volume per unit sliding distance is

^ Q K FD°= o ‘ sup 0 (437)

and ls multlplied by VA! ln the denominator and nominator respectively,

L
^ _ K VA! A!Q ---3HM -0 F iv (4.38)

By rearranging the above equation and substituting the definition of creepage, eq. (4.38) be-

comes

^ _ K VA!. Q —
THM -0 (F 6) (4.39)
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Based upon the contact patch work model, the wear rate expressed in wear volume per slid-
ing distance ls obtalned in eq. (4.32) and rewrltten

0 N'
^ 1Q =F=

Fk=1

By comparison of eq. (4.39) based on Archard’s model for sliding contact and eq. (4.40) based
on the contact patch work model for rolling contact with slip, the wear index coefticient is

-L.Kw- 3Hp (4.41)

The above equation ls the relationship between the wear index coeflicient of the contact patch

work model for rolling contact and the wear coeflicient delined in Archard’s model for sliding
contact. lt may be stated that the wear index coeflicient is equal to the wear coefficient di-

vided by three times the product of the hardness and the friction coeftlcient of materials.

An example of calculatlon of wear coeflicient is presented. McEwen and Harvey (1985) carried

out a series of field wear tests for class D wheels running on BS11 rails. Friction coefticient

was assumed to be in the range of 0.45-0.55. ln their report, Fig. 10 shows the wear index

coelticient is 1.2 x 10**%-. ln general, hardness of wheel and rail are about 200 kpsi.

Therefore, the wear coeflicient ls computed

-9 in2 .= 3(1.2 x 10 T-)(0.5)(200,000 psi)

= 3.6 X 104

Fig. 32 is a collection of the wear index coeflicients. The wear coeflicients are of the order of

10·' and the calculated wear coeflicients are of the order of 10** .

Kumar et al. (1985) used the following wear equation to calculate wear coefficlent.



McEwen and Harvey (1985)
in2;,I = 0.45 — 0.55 K., (E-) K

rail tread (Fig. 7) 1.18 x 10** 3.54 x 10**

rail flange (Fig. 10) 2.14 x 10** 6.42 x 10**

wheel tread (Fig. 7) 0.78 x 10** 4.18 x 10**

Kumar et al. (1985), Table. 2, (no sand)
rau K., K

p = 0.24 2.14 x 10** 1.0 x 10**

p = 0.35 4.84 x 10** 3.36 x 10**

p = 0.5 1.53 x 10** 1.49 x 10**

wneeu K., (E-) Klb

p = 0.24 2.18 x 10** 1.1 x 10**
p = 0.35 6.30 x 10** 4.63 x 10**

,u=0.5 1.8x10** 1.89x10**

Figure 32. A collection of wear Index coefllclent and wear coefflclent
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Q = K EM;.
°yp

where

aw = yielding stress

They estimated normal force and sliding distance. According to their experiments, 6,,, = 70

kpsi for the wheel and 6,, = 65 kpsi for the rail. ln order to obtain the wear index coefticient,

the following is calculated

-J.Kw- Bpoyp

The numerical result is shown ln Fig. 32. lt can be noted that the wear index coeflicients have

the order of 10** , and that the wear coefücients have the order of 10** . Both Kumar et al.

(1985) and McEwen and Harvey (1985) present the same order of wear index coefticient and

wear coeflicient. According to Fig. 31, these wear coefticients are for identical metal in poor

lubricated adhesive wear. In fact, the experiments were carried out on dry clean surface. This

conflict may be the cause of rolling contact different from sliding contact and the existence of

variant wear mechanism.

Summary

1. Archard’s model for sliding contact and contact patch work model for rolling contact with

slip are introduced.

2. The algorithm of the contact patch work model including both the local and global view

ls applied to wheel/rail rolling contact.
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3. Three forms of the wear rate expressed in wear volume per unit running time, per unit
sliding distance and per unit running distance are presented. However, the wear volume
per unit running distance is usually used to represent the wear rate in rail vehicles.

4. The wear index coefficient defined in eq (4.23) is related to the wear coeflicient defined
in Archard's model eq. (4.2).

-JLKw- 3H,u

5. Wear index coefficients found in the rail vehicle literature equates to wear coefficients in
the order of 10**.

I
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Chapter 5 : Wear Computation Method and Results

Chapter 2 describes the wheel/rail contact mechanics to calculate the contact area, creep

forces and moment, and creepages. Chapter 3 presents a 5-degree-of-freedom half-car model

to simulate the truck Iateral motion. Chapter 4 discusses the contact patch work wear model

which is applied to the wheel/rail rolling contact problem. This chapter shows the simulation

of the wheel wear process comblning the previous discussions of the wheel/rail contact me-

chanics, the truck dynamic response and the contact patch work wear model.

The consecutive wear profiles of the four wheels ln the truck are predicted for both tread

contact and sllght flange contact. Several cases of empty and fully loaded cars with AAR and

Heumann wheels running at 45 mph and 60 mph are presented. These wear profiles agree

well with experimental results (Marcotte et al., 1980) and a previous analytical approach

· (Davila, 1986).
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l

5.1 Wear Computation method

Fig. 33 shows the flow chart of the simulation of wheel wear process. The simulation is per-

formed by the program WWPPVW (Wang, 1988b) associated with the program WHRAILA
(Heller and Cooperrider, 1977a) to calculate the wheel/rail geometric constraints, the program

RALIN (Fries and Coffey, 1987) to generate random rail alignment, the program FASTSIM

(Kalker, 1981) to compute the creep force and moment and the contact patch work, and the

program DYNAMC (Wang, 1988b) to obtain the dynamic response of the half car model. The

WWPPVW program accounts for the four·wheel wear processes instead of Davlla’s assump-

tion (Davila, 1986) of all wheels having the same amount of wear.

Before the simulation, the wheel and rail profiles are digitized as the input data for WHRAILA.

The vehicle specilications, see Fig. 21, and the initial conditions of the half car model and the

program optional numbers (Wang, 1988b) are defined.

To begin the simulation of the wear process, the wheel/rail geometric constraints are calcu-

lated, then the contact position is computed from the dynamic response including the effect

of the random rail allgnment. Therefore, the geometric constraints, including rolling radii,

contact angle and roll angle, can be lnterpolated at the contact position, and the creepages

can be computed. Then the creep force and moment and the contact patch work can be de-

termined.

ln the work reported in this thesis actual values of wear index coefticient have not been used.

Instead, a set of scale factors has been used in the wear profile computations. Future work

should incliwle the use of wear index coefficients.

If the wear volume is more than 0.03 in°, the wear is distributed around the wheel. When the

wheels are reprofiled, the wheel/rail geometric constraints need to be ·recalculated. Finally,
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Define wheel/rail profile data

Define half car model specification and initial condition

Define program optional number

Raprofila
Iheel geometry function oalculation —————]

I
Generation of randome rail alignment I

Calculate W/R contact position and interpolate geometry function I

Creepage calculation

next time step

Creep force/moment calculation

Contact patch work and wear volume calculation

yes
Wear volume > 0.03 in*°3

Calculate dynamics response

no
ls the final time step?

!¢° l

Flgure 33. Flow chart ot the slmulatlon ot wheel wearprocessL
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the dynamic response of the half car model is obtained. The simulation goes to the next time

step and repeats the same procedure described above until the setup time is reached.

5.2 Wear in Tread Contact

This section presents several cases of tread contact for the new AAR and Heumann wheels
running on the new 132-RE rail. Both the AAR and Heumann wheel profiles introduced in

Chapter 2 have a linear 1/20 taper over the tread. The main difference between these two

wheels is that the Heumann profile has more curvature at the flange to provide a smoother

transition between tread and flange contact.

Each case was simulated for 10 s using a time step of 0.001 s for an empty car and 0.0004 s

for a fully loaded car by the simulation method dlscussed in section 5.1. The figures show the

front and rear wheelset Iateral positions, final wear profiles of the four wheels in the truck, and

their conseir itive wear profiles. From the time history of the wheelset Iateral positions, the

the contact patch locations on wheel and rail can be computed.

Fig. 34 to Fig. 36 show the case of an empty car with AAR wheels running at 45 mph. ln Fig.
34 the front and rear wheelset Iateral displacements are shown on the top, and the final wear

profiles of the four wheels are presented in the remaining plots. The front wheelset has larger

displacement than the rear wheelset, such that the contact patch positions range more widely

over the front wheels than the rear ones.

Fig. 35 and Fig. 36 show the consecutive wear profiles for the front and rear wheels. The rear
wheels have more wear than the front wheels. The front wheels have 103 profile changes,

and the rear wheels have 125. These wear profiles are similar to DaviIa’s prediction (see Fig.
37). He assumed that the distribution of wear volume is parabolic across the contact patch and 1

that each wheel has the same amount of wear.
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Figure 35. The consecutlve wear profiles ot the left wheels (45,AAR,empty,T)
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Figure 36. The consecutlve wesr profiles of the rlght wheels (45,AAR,empty,T)
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The relative wear rates (in°/in), wear volume per unit running distance, are summarized and
scaled in Fig. 38. For 45, AAR, empty, T, the wear rates ofthe rear wheels are larger than the

wear rates of the front wheels. The front wheels have less wear rates than the rear wheels,

although the contact patch ranges more widely over the front wheels than the rear ones. The

reason may be that the reprofiled rear wheels increase the curvatures and result in large
contact patch work.

Another two cases of tread contact of AAR wheels include a fully Ioaded car running at 45

mph and an empty car running at 60 mph. These have similar final and consecutlve wear
profiles, as does the previous case. For the case of 60 mph (Fig. 39), the small amount of

flange wear which occurs in the front wheels is due to the large oscillating amplitude of the
contact patch position over the front wheels. lt is concluded that the wheel wear profiles for

tread contact are nearly independent of train speeds and load conditions; however, different

train speeds and load conditions cause different wear rates.

From Fig. 38, by comparison of the two cases of 45, AAR, empty, T and 60, AAR, empty, T, the

wear rates of the front wheels for 60, AAR, empty, T are less than the wear rates of the front

wheels for 45, AAR, empty, T. However, the wear rates of the rear wheels for 60, AAR, empty,

T are larger than the wear rates of the rear wheels for 45, AAR, empty, T. That is to say the
higher train speed causes more wear on the rear wheels but less wear on the front wheels.

From Fig. 38, by looking at the two cases of 45, AAR, empty, T and 45, AAR, full, T, the wear

rates are not comparable, because they do not have the same scale factors. However, it still

appears that the wear rates of the rear wheels are higher than the wear rates of the front

wheels for both cases. Additlonally, for the case of 45, AAR, full, T, the wear rates of the rear

wheels are about twice as much as those of the front ones, but it is not true for the case of
45, AAR, full, T. lt can be noted that the more heavily Ioaded car causes more wear on the

rear wheels.
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EEEH46,AAR,6mp1y,r¤ 0.8126 0.8212 0.9665 125 616.64616.66N15697 EI 69672 NE-
60,AAR,empty,T

¤
0.5749 0.5444 0.9879 1 72 135 616.66

EHX46,1+16u,1011,7 ¤ 0.7022 0.7666 0.9648
75

0.9993 0.6264 120 616.46-616.46
46,AAR,6mp1y,6 ¤ 0.9976 1 0.7097 0.7035 ¤ 76

-

46,116u,6mp1y,6 0.9663 0.9105 0.8999 123 100

-

Q
SC = scale factor Q

(Em = relative wear rate (in'/in) for right-front wheel
ÖL, = relative wear rate (in°/in) for left-front wheel
Ö;m = relative wear rate (ln'/in) for right-rear wheel
Öm = relative wear rate (in*/in) for Ieft—rear wheel
N, = number of front wheels profile changes
N, = number of rear wheels profile changes

Q

45,AAR,empty,T = empty car running at 45 (mph) with AAR wheels for tread contact
60,HEU,fulI,F = fully loaded car runnlng at 60 (mph) with Heumann wheels for flange contact

Figure 38. Summary of the results
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The same train speed and load conditions are chosen to simulate the Heumann wheel running

on the new 132-RE rail for tread contact. Fig. 40 to Fig. 42 are examples of the empty car with
the Heumann wheels running at 60 mph.

The top of Fig. 40 shows the front and rear wheelset lateral displacements. lt can be seen that
flange contact occurs in the front wheels when the front wheelset lateral displacements are

over 0.29 in. Fig. 40 also shows the final wear profiles, and Fig. 41 and Fig. 42 show the con-

secutive wear profiles. There is some flange wear in the front wheels, but only tread wear

occurs in the rear wheels.

From Fig. 38, it can be noted that the three cases of Heumann wheels have similar charac-

teristics as the AAR Wheels generally. However, Heumann wheels tends to reduce the dif-

ference of wear between the front and rear wheels. So, for tread contact the AAR wheels and

the Heumann wheels have similar wear profiles. And the wear profiles are similar no matter
what the train speeds and load conditions are. ·

5.3 Wear ‘n Flange Contact

Flange contact usually occurs when trains are running at high speed or on curved tracks. Fig.
39 shows that the empty car running at 60 mph has slight flange wear, because of the higher

train speed. ln order to simulate flange contact, the random rail alignment magnitude is in-

creased to get the larger wheelset lateral dlsplacement which causes the frequent flange

contact.

Three cases of slight flange contact are shown in Fig. 38. A case of the empty car with AAR

wheels running at 45 mph ls presented from Fig. 43to Fig. 45. Fig. 43 shows the lateral posi-
tion of wheelsets and the final wheel wear profiles. Since there are many time steps when the 1

front wheelset lateral position is more than i 0.29 in., flange contact occurs frequently.
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Figure 41. The consecuttve wear protlles ot the left wheels (60,HEU,empty,T)
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Therefore, the wear profiles of the front wheels have a different pattern from the wear profiles

of the rear wheels, because the front wheels have slight flange contact and the rear wheels

have tread contact. Because of the dynamic response, flange contact occurs on the front

wheels at lower speeds than it occurs on the rear wheels and causes higher wear rates on

the front wheels than on the rear wheels.

Fig. 44 and Fig. 45 show the consecutlve wear profiles. The rear wheels have the similar wear
profile as demonstrated in Section 5.2, but the front wheels exhibit the flange wear. The larger

Iateral displacement of the front wheelset can be seen from the distribution of the Iateral po-

sition in Fig. 43. The flange contact occurs in the front wheels occasionally, such that only

three consecutive wear profiles are observed. From Fig. 38, the wear rates for the front

wheels are larger than the wear rates for the rear wheels, since the front wheels are subjected

to the flange contact. The front wheels have 130 profile changes, and the rear wheels have

120.

Fig. 46 shows standard AAR wheel wear profiles from the experimental results of Marcotte

et al. (1980). Comparing Fig. 45 and Fig. 46, the predlcted wear profiles for slight flange con-

tact agree qualitatively with the experimental results of Marcotte et al. (1980). However, the

program WWPPVW failed to slmulate more severe flange contact. Since the flange contact

causes more contact patch work, the wear volume becomes higher. During the simulation,

the program falls ln calculatlng the contact patch area by the Hertzian contact theory, because

the wheels at the flange become too curved, and the wheel/rail contact becomes conformal

contact which is not treated in this work.

Two additional'cases for slight flange contact are summarized in Fig. 38. One is the empty

car with AAR wheels running at 45 mph (SC=0.04 different from previous case SC=0.03), and

another is the empty car with Heumann wheels running at 45mph. Both cases have wear

profiles similar to the previous cases.
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Fig. 38 summarizes the scale factors, the wear rates and the number of profile changes for
all the cases presented in this chapter for the different wheels, train speeds and load condi-
tions. Note that wear rates are scaled, and they are comparable only in the cases having the
same scale factors (SC).

In comparing the cases of 45„AAR,emgty„T and 45,AAR„empty,F, both have the same condi-
tions except the former for tread contact and the latter for slight fiange contact. The wear
rates of the front wheels for flange contact are larger than the wear rates of the front wheels
for tread contact, and the wear rates of the rear wheels are nearly the same for both tread

and flange contacts. A comparison of Heumann wheels of 45,HEU„empty,T and
45,HEU,emgty,F shows similar wear patterns. lt may be concluded that because flange contact
occurs only on the front wheels for slight fiange contact, the wear rates of the front wheels
become large. ln addition, because there is no flange contact in rear wheels, the wear rates

of the rear wheels remain the same as that for tread contact.

Summary

1. The wheel wear profile prediction of the tread and slight fiange contact for empty and fully

loaded car with AAR and Heumann wheels running at 45 and 60 mph are presented.

2. For tread contact, the AAR and Heumann wheel wear profiles are slightly curved and

similar. Also the wear profiles are nearly independent of train speeds and load conditions;

however, the different train speeds and load conditions cause different wear rates.

3. For tread contact, the right and left wheels have nearly the same wear rate, but the rear

wheels have more wear than the front wheels. The higher train speed causes more wear
on the rear wheels but less wear on the front wheels; also the higher loaded car causes

more wear on the rear wheels.
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4. For slight flange contact, the flange wear is predictable, but when the flange contact is
signilicant, the simulation fails due to the wheel/rail contact becoming conformal.

5. For slight flange contact, the front wheels encounter flange contact ahead of the rear
wheels, so the wear rates of the front wheels becomes large. No flange contact occurs
in the rear wheels, hence the wear of the rear wheels remains the same as that for tread
contact.

6. These results agree well qualltatlvely with previous predictions by Davila (1986).

7. The AAR slight flange contact results agree well qualitatively with lield wear results

present by Marcotte et al. (1980).
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Chapter 6 : Conclusion and Recommendation

6.1 Conclusion

The contact patch work wear model is applied to predict the wheel wear profiles in this work.

A discretized method is used to determine the contact patch work, and it allows computation

of the distribution of the work done in the contact patch. lt is the major difference between the

current work from Davila’s. He assumed that the distribution of the work done in the contact

patch is parabolic. This assumption is valid only under certain conditions, for example the

case of the partlal slip on the contact patch shown in Fig. 17, and it is not correct for some

cases, such as the example of full slip region shown in Fig. 18.

The discretized method accounts for the distribution of the contact patch work, so it remedies

the weakness of Davila’s assumption. However, this discretized method requires substantially

more computer time.

All of the results shown in Fig. 38 are performed for 10 seconds. Since the samples collected
in 10 seconds might not be representative enough, a longer period of simulation is desirable.

However, on the basis of considering the CPU time and the accurate prediction of wheel wear
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profiles, a compromise was made. Several cases simulated for 30 s have similar wear profiles

as those predicted for 10 s simuiations for tread contact. Therefore, the 10 s simulation ap-

pears to be acceptable. _

This work includes the prediction of the wheel wear profile for both tread contact and slight

flange contact, and the outcomes of the simulation agree with the experimental results. Since

flange contact causes more wear, and it results in the wheel profile being too curved, the

wheel/rail contact becomes conformal. The conformal contact makes the Hertzian contact

theory inapplicable in calculating the contact area, and it makes the further simulation im-

possible.

Some characteristics of the wheel wear process of the half car model for the tread and slight

flange contacts are observed. The right and left wheels have nearly the same wear rates, but

the rear wheels have more wear than the front ones. Furthermore, the higher train speed

causes more wear on the rear wheels but less wear on the front wheels. Also, the flange

contact occurs in the front wheels ahead of the rear wheels.

The 5·degree-of-freedom half-car model is implemented to describe the truck dynamic re-

sponse, and the hunting phenomenon on tangent track is observed. ln addition, when wheels

become worn, the perturbation of the spin angular velocity is no longer negligible. The

equation of wheelset spin is added to determine the perturbation of the spin angular velocity.

Both the truck response and the spin angle of wheelset are employed to obtain the creepages.

This work also relates the wear index coefflclent for rolling contact and the wear coefticient
for slidlng contact. Both of the coefficients are connected with the hardness of materials and

with the friction coefficient of contact area. The wear index coefticient found in rail vehicle

literature are of the order of 10-*% for dry clean surface. The wear index coefiicient equates

to wear coefflclent ln the order of 10-*.
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The wear predictions in tread contact agree well qualitatively with previous predictions by

Davlla (1986). Also, the AAR slight flange contact results agree well qualitatively with field

wear results presented by Marcotte et al. (1980).

6.2 Recommendations

Since the discretized method of the calculatlon of the contact patch work consumes enormous

CPU time for simulations, it would be beneficial to conduct the simulations from the point of

view of statistics. A statistlcal method could obtain the probability density function of the

creepages along the wheel profile, and calculate the distribution of the contact patch work

along the wheel profile according to the density function. This statistical method will not only

reduce the CPU time but also resolve the concern for the shortness of the simulations runs
a

used in this work.

When the wheel is highly worn, and the wheel and rail contact becomes conformal, then the

Hertzian contact theory is no longer acceptable. ln this work, the program WWPPVW fails to

calculate the contact area due to the conformal contact, so further research treating the wheel

and rail contact as non·Hertzian is necessary, and the determination of the contact area and

the creep force and moment needs also to be based on the non-Hertzian contact.

Once the non·Hertzian contact is treated, it is foreseeable that to simulate wheel wear for

much larger wear volume ls possible. lt will become more practical to predict wheel flange

wear and to compare to field wom profiles.

The current work focuses on the wheel and rail contact on the tangent track, and the tread

contact is the major concern. For railway vehicles, the flange contact and the curving motion

are equally or even more interesting, since the curving motion causes the flange contact and
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the flange contact has more wear than the tread contact. So, to introduce a curving model for
rail vehicle in predicting flange wear is a worthwhile challenge.

Although the wear index coeflicient is related to the wear coefficient, during the simulation the
wear index coefficient is not really used; instead, a scale factor is introduced to perform the

simulation. lt ls another challenge to explore the employ of the wear index coefticient in the
wear simulation. This would give a measure of the actual distances traveled for a given wear
volume.
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Appendix A. Derivation of Equations of Motion for

a Wheelset

This appendix presents the derivation of the equations of motion of a wheelset by using
Newton-Euler’s equation. Section A.1 deünes the nomenclature. Section A.2 describes the

coordinate systems of a wheelset. Section A.3 shows the complete derivation of equations

of motion. ln addition, the wheelset external force and moment are defined, and they are the

external force and moment acting on a wheelset.

A.1NomenclatureThe

nomenclature used to develop equations of motion for wheelset are as follows

X"', Y"', Z"' = Equilibrium coordinate, X"' along the center line of the track I
X", Y", Z" = Intermediate coordinate rotated an angle lp about Z"'

·

X', Y', Z' = Wheelset coordinate rotated an angle ¢> about X"

Y"', I"', lr-"' = Unit vector of equilibrium coordinate system, X"', Y"', Z"'
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in",
I", II" = Unit vector of intermediate coordinate system, X", Y", Z"

i-', I', lt' = Unit vector of wheelset coordinate system, X', Y', Z'

ER, $2,,,
€,„

= Unit vector of contact plane axes of right wheel

EL, Eu, é°,,_ = Unit vector of contact plane axes of left wheel

5,,, = angular velocity of wheelset

¢» = roll angular displacement about X" axis

il: = yaw angular displacement about Z"' axis

ß = perturbation angular displacement from a nominal angular velocity

Q about Y' axis

Q = nominal angular velocity, éf:

R, = nominal wheelset rolling radius

RR = rolling radius of contact point at the right wheel

R, = rolling radius of contact point at the left wheel

V = wheelset moving speed

V}, = velocity of wheel
V.,

= velocity of rail

55,, = angular velocity of wheel

E5, = angular velocity of rail
R.,

= position vector of right contact point
R.,

= position vector of left contact point

Ü' = angular momentum of wheelset in body coordinate

55,,,,, = angular velocity of body coordinate relative to equilibrium coordinate

Others are consistent with those in Chapter 3.
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A.2 Coordinate System of the Wheelset

The coordlnate systems of the wheelset references to Fig. 47. (X"', Y"',
Z"’) are the equilib-

rium coordinates in which the dlrection of X"’
is along the center line of track. (X", Y", Z")

represent the intermedlate coordinates which are rotated 0 about Z"'. (X', Y', Z') are defined
as the wheelset coordinates which are rotated 0 about X". By assumlng small angle and
neglecting the higher order terms, the transformation equations between the unit vectors for

the coordlnate systems are

T· 1 0 0 T··
T' = 0 cos 0 sin ¢ T" (A.1)
I?' 0 -sin¢> cos¢ Ä"'

T" css 0 san 0 0 T···
T" = - sin 0 cos 0 0 Y"' (A.2)
{ll 0 0 1 Flll

fl 1 ‘p 0 7lll

I' = -0 1 0 I"' (A-3)
Fl 0

__
¢ 1 Fill

In additlons, the contact patch coordlnate system at the right and left wheel are shown in Fig.

48. The transformation equatlons between the contact patch coordinates and the equilibrium

coordinates 'or small angle and neglecting higher order terms are

al- 1 ¢ 0 rn!

ät = -0 1 (61.+0) I"' » (A-4)
· ESL 0 —(ö1.+¢) 1 k"'
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A.3 Wheelset Equations

Newton·EuIer’s equations is used to derive the equations of motion of the wheelset. The an-
gular velocity and the angular momentum of the wheelset are derived and expressed in the
equilibrium coordinates. The angular velocity of the wheeiset is

Z6=.i>T"+(¤+/?)}.'+•i1T" (A.6)

And E5 can be expressed in the body coordinates (X', Y', Z')

where

— «»R = «1· <A-0>
my=Q+ß+J«sIn¢ (A.9)

mz cos ¢> (A.10)

The angular momentum of the wheeiset in the body coordinates is

l:'=,wx(Dx
7'+’wy(Dy

?'+Iwz(Dz
F,

= H§{' T"' + H$' Y"' + HQ' IE"' (A.11)
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where. ·
H§{' = Iwx mx cos aß — Iwy my cos ¢> sin lp + Iwz mz sin ¢> sin lp (A.12)

Il{}' = lwx mx sin 1/z + Iwy my cos ¢> cos lp - Iwz mz sin ¢> cos ll (A.13)

HQ' = Iwy my sin ¢> + Iwz mz cos ¢> (A.14)

The rate change of the angular momentum of wheelset in the body coordinate ls

(A16)

where &°>„,, ls the angular velocity of the body coordinates.

I öaxls =

+Therefore,
W

LI T'+I (Ä+¤Zsln¢>+1H•cos¢>)}~'+I (Ä cos¢>+•}}J>sin¢>) I?'dt WX WY WZ

slnXUWXCDXBy

differentlating (A.12)·(A.14) and assumlng small angle, the rate change of the angular mo-

mentum in the equilibrium coordinates (X"', Y"', Z"') becomes

= I:I§{' T"' + #1;;* T"' + H5' E (A.18)

where

Iwyulß (A.19)
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Hp" = Iwyä . (A.20)

HQ' = lwyflda + lwziß (A.21)

From Newton-EuIer’s equations,

= M? (,4.22)

2 - 157.ZM - dt (,4.23)
Based on the Equilibrium Coordinate (X"', Y"', Z"'),

(,4.26)

ä =§ Tin Tur + ä FIN

"
•

fil!
N

-:·III
.

-·III= {7wx¢ · 7wv9~P} P + {'wvß} J + {Pwv9¢ + Pwz~ß} k (A27)

[
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where
IE-,_ = creep force at the left wheel

I?,, = creep force at the right wheel
I\-Ä, = creep moment at the len wheel
IÜ, = creep moment at the right wheel

Ü, = normal force at the left wheel
Ü, = normal force at the right wheel
E, = suspenslon force

Ü, = suspenslon moment

I5, = position vector of the contact point for the len wheel

Ä, = position vector of the contact point for the right wheel

The creep forces between the wheel and rail are considered as the two dimensional forces,

so the creep forces vector at the len and right wheels are

F:. = Fön. ät + Fön. E'}:. (A-28)

= {Fß„_ cos ¢« — F'y,_ cos(6,_ + ¢) sin •/I} i·"'

+ {Fß„_ sin lß + F'y,_ cos(6,_ + d>) cos lp} T"'

+ { - F'y,_ sin(6,_ + 4:)} IT"' (A.29)

= rl}! + FYLTIII +FH)FR

= Fön? an + Fön. gen (A31) T

= {F}, cos Ill — F’y, cos(6R - ¢) sin lp} i "'

I
+ {FQ, sin lp + F'Y,, cos(6,, - ¢>) cos l/I} T"'
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+ { * F'yR SlU(ÖR'*=

FXR T··· + 1=,„}°··· + FZ,. F (Ass)

in which FQL, F',„L,Fj„„ and F',„ are supported by the program FASTSIM which ls discussed in
Chapter 2. The creep moment between the wheel and rail accounts for only the vertical di-

rection, so the creep moments at the right and left wheels are

ML = MEL QL

Y = {Mül_ si¤(öl_ + ¢>) sin 4l) cell
lp}}”·~

+ {MQL cos(öL + ¢>)} ir"' (A.34)

= MXL T"' + MYLF"' + MZL

= MER EÄR

= { — Müll Si¤(öR - ¢>) sin ih} T"' + {MQR sin(6R — ¢>) cos lp};"'

+ {Müll ¤¤S{öll — 40} #7 {A-36)

2 T"' + MYRTIN +F"'ln

which MQL and MQ, are supported by the program FASTSIM. The normal forces and the
position vectors of the contact points for the left and right wheels are

EL = NL Es:.

= {NL sin(6L + ¢>) sin lp} T"' — {NL sin(6L + dl)cosl

I
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+ {NL cos(öL + ¢>)} IT"' (A.38)

= NXL Y", + NYL T"' +NZLNR

= NR EÄR

= { — NR S*¤(6R — <I>) Sin ~I} T"' + {NR S*¤(öR — ¢) <=¤S W} I

+ {NR °°$(ÖR ‘ ¢)} F"' (A40)

= NXR Y"' + NYR IT"'
+ NZR I?"' (A.41)

RL = [ — (A - AL) cos ¢ sin aß —RL sin ¢> sin

[(A + AL) cos ¢> cos np + RL sin da cos

(A + AL) sin ¢> — RL cos ¢>] F"' (A.42)

= RXL T"' + RYL T"' +RZLRR

= [(A + AR) cos ¢ sin •/I — RR sin ¢> sin np]

(A + AR) cos ¢ cos ¤ß + RR sin ¢> cos MY"'

+ [ — (A + AR) sin ¢ — RR cos

RYR F"' +RZRBy

substltuting eq. (A.24) · (A.45) into Newton-Eulen"s equations (eq. (A.22) and (A.23)), the

equations of motion of the wheelset are summarized
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Iongitudlnal equation

lateral equation

MV = Fv:. + Fm + Nv:. + Nm + Fvs (*-*7)

vertical equation

M2 = FZL + FZR + NZL + NZR + FZ5 (A.48)

roll equation

’wx<i; — ’wvQ•1 = RvR(FzR + Nzn) ·* RzR(FvR + Nvn) i*‘ Rv:.(Fz:. + N2:.)
‘ Rz:.(FvL + Nv:.) + Mx:. + Mxn + Mxs (**9)

spin equation

’wvÜ = RzR(FxR + Nxn) * RXR(FZR + Nzn) + Rz:.(Fx:. + Nx:.)
‘ RxL(Fz:. + N2:.) + Mv:. + Mm + Mvs (#*-50)

yaw equation

’wz•Z + 'wvQ<1> = RvR(FvR + Nm) " RvR(Fxn + Nxn) + Rx:.(Fv:. + Nv:.)
‘ Rv:.(Fx:. + Nx:.) + Mz:. + Mzn + Mzs (**-51)

For the purpose of getting NL and N, , the vertical (A.48) and the roll (A.49) equations are re-

arranged

Nz:. + Nzn = Mä ' F2:. ‘ Fzn “ Fzs (*-52)

NZRRYR -NYRRZRAppendlx
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‘ RYRFZR + RZRFYR ‘ Rv:.Fz:. + Rz:.Fv:. " Mx:. ‘ Mxn · Mxs (A-53)

By substituting the components of the normal forces, (A.39) and (A.41), into (A.52) and (A.53),

eq. (A.52) and (A.53) become

NL cos(öL + ¢>) + NR cos(öR - lp) = F2 (A.54)

NL[RYL cos(6L + ¢) + RZL sin(6L + ¢•) cos lp]

+ NR[RyR cos(öR — ¢>) — RZR sin(6R — ¢>) cos tp] = M1; (A.55)

where

RYRFZR + RzRFvR ' Rv:.Fz:. + Rz:.Fv:.

- MXL — MXR - Mxs (A.57)

So NL and NR can be solved,

1 FQ cos(6R — ¢)
NL = —E _ (A.58)

M1, [RYR cos(öR — ¢>) — RZR sin(6R — ¢>) cos •/:]

N 1 cos(6L + ¢) FQ
[RyL cos(6L + 4>) + RZL sin(6L + ¢>) cos tl:] M¢

where

I

cos(öL + ¢>) cos(öR — 4>)

I
A =' [RV: ¤¤S(ö: + 40 + Ru S¤¤<ö: + 40 <=¤S 4] ERYR ¤¤S<öR — 40 — RZR S¤¤<öR - 40 ¢¤S 4]

I(A.80)
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ln order to obtain the wheelset external force and moment, the lateral and yaw equations is
considered, and the following components are interested

-R +R t 6 - F' +M'NL cOS(öL+¢)= [ YR ZR a“( R ¢)¢°$ W] z
oRvi.‘ RYR + [RZR *a“(8R ·‘ W) + Rz1.ta"(8l. + W)] ¢¤$ W

R +R ta 6+ cs F°—M°YL_ YR+[ ZR a“( R"W)+ z1.*a¤(1.+W)]¢¤$W

From the position vectors, RR and RL, assuming small ¢, ip, ÖRL ÖL ,

RR = (AW) i "' + ( — A — AR + RR¢>)f "' + ( ·· AW — RR) R"' (A-63)

RL = ( — Alp) T··· + (A - AL + RL6)T··· + (A6 - RL) F (A.64)

Furthermore, the vertical motion is assumed vanishingly, i.e., 2=0. The roll and yaw motion
can be neglected, i.e., ((2:, •ß)=0. There is no creep force at Z·direction, i.e., (FzL,FzR)=Ü.
There is no creep moment at X- and Y·direction, i.e., (MRL, MYL, MRR, M,R) = 0. Hence eq.(A.56)
and (A.57) become

F; = WA * Fzs

= AW(Fv1. ‘ FYR) " (RRFVR + RLFY1.) (A·88)

By substituting (A.65) and (A.66) into (A.61) and (A.62) and using the fact that A>>AL ,

A > > AR, FL, = 0 and Mx, = 0 at equilibrium, eq. (A.61) and (A.62) become

N 6 ~
WA A" F F " R F R F A 6i.°°$(L+¢)—T+‘§'(vL* vR)"§( RYR+ Lw.) (-7)

N 6 ~
WA 2- F F R F R F A 6Lw.) (-8)

N
Slmilarly,
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WN1. Sl"(Ö1. + ¢)= %'E1; (RRFYR + R1.Fvi.)(Ö1. + ¢) (A·00)

. WA 1NR (RRFYR + RLFYLXÖR * ¢) (A·70)

and the gravitational force is defined as,

Fg = — NR sln(öR — ¢>) + NL sin(öL + ¢)
1 ÖL - ÖR (A.71)= [WA " jL"

(RRFYRCooperrideret al.(1975) indicated that the gravitational force has a positive effect on train

stability.By

substltutlng the components of the forces (eq. (A.24) - (A.45)) and assuming small angle,

the lateral equation (A.47) becomes

MY = (F30. + F3(R)W +(F'v1. + FIYR)

w J- R R F Ji-jl F A 72—[ A'*A(RFvR+ Lv1.)]( 2 +¢)+ vs (· )

Because é—(RRF',R + RLFQL) is relatively smaller than W, , the lateral equation becomes

-· . . „ „ ÖL " ÖR

By operating the similar substitution and assumption, the yaw equation (A.48) becomes

.. . ’ I (SL + ÖR’wz•P + 'wvQ¢ = FXR(A + AR " RR¢) ‘ FxL(A * A1.

Mzs (A.74)
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From the lateral (A.73) and yaw (A.74) equations, the wheelset external force, F,,,, , and the

wheelset external moment, Mm , can be defined respectively.

F _ F, F, ° , , öl. ‘ ÖRext*( xl.+ xR)lß+(Fv1.+FvR)“WA("§‘"‘+<ß) (A-75)

in which the first two terms are due to the creep forces and the last term ls due to the normal
force.

Mm = F3(R (A + AR ' RR<ß) ‘ FE:. (A ' AI. + Ruß) + ME:. + MER

6 +6

in which the last term is due to the normal force, and the others are due to the creep forces

or moments.

I
III
I
I

I
III
I

_ I
I
I
I‘ I
I

Ä
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Appendix B. Derivation of Creepage and Spin for a

Wheelset

This appendix derives the expression of the creepages for a wheelset including the right and
n

left wheels. The notation are the same as those in Appendix A. The coordinate system of the
wheelset is shown ln Fig. 48.

As defined In eq. (2.1) · (2.3), the Iongltudlnal creepage in the body coordlnates is

63: = um
The Iateral creepage in the body coordinates is

The spln creepage in the body coordlnates ls

. ep <¤-3)
l
h
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where

V}., = lateral velocity of wheel
VW, = lateral velocity of wheel

V},, = lateral velocity of wheel

V}, = lateral velocity of rail

w},z = angular velocity of wheel in vertical direction

w}, = angular velocity of rail in vertical direction
V = nominal velocity

The position vector of the contact point at the left wheel is

EL =xT···+y}°···+zlT···+(A-6,)}*-6LlT· (6.4)

= [x — (A - AL) cos ¢> sin il: — RL sin ¢ sin l/«]i·"'

+ [y + (A - AL) cos ¢> cos ip + RL sin ¢ cos ¤[«]?"'

+ [z + (A - AL) sin ¢ — RL cos ¢>] IV"' (8.5)

By differentlatlng the position vector, the velocity of the left wheel is obtained

VWL = [2 - (A - A,)„i ms 4) ms „1«]T··· + Lv + RL,} ws 4l ms „l]}‘···

+ [2 + (A — AL)J> cos ¢>] IV"' (8.6)

= i III + j III + kIIIThe

velocity of left rail at the contact point is

-· V
•

7.III V . 7.I
I -·I· Vrt=<—+ß>Ru =(—+ß>Ru=¤S·l~ =l/ml (B-8)Ro Ro
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By substituting eq. (B.7) and (B.8) into eq. (B.1) and (B.2), the longitudinal and Iateral

creepages at the Ielt wheel are obtained

VITXL (8.9)
R . .

= -5- [V(1 — -1%) — ßRL cos aß - (A — Aütß cos ¢ cos lp] cos tp (B.10)0

v' - v' 17 • E - 0:,11 = ww. V rvt = wi. V2L

cos w + RL cos ¢> cos2¢«]> — X sin ip] cos(öL

(A — AL)J> cos ¢] sin(öL + ¢) (B.12)

To find the spin creepage, the angular velocity of the wheelset (A.7) is recalled

Z5w=J>T'+(Q+ß+¢}sin¢>)}·'+•Äcos¢>l?' (6.1s)

and the rail angular velocity is zero for tangent track.

5, = 0 (6.14)

Then, substltuting (B.13) and (B.14) into (B.3), the spln creepage for the left wheel is

Z5 * ;mt =—”-fk (B-15)

6L] (B.16)

When assuming small angle and neglecting the higher·order term, the creepages of the left
° wheel, eq. (B.10), (B.12) and (B.16), become
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l
{Su. = % {VU — (%)] — ßR)_ — AI} (6.17)

{’y;
=%{y+R;<Z> — Vi/I} (B.18)

‘QÖL} (B-19)

Notice that {Q;. {Q; and {QR; are the input data of the program FASTSIM, they are used to

datatfniné tha Cfaap {¤l'¢¤S and mOm€¤t (FQ;.F’Y;,MQ;) (see Section 2.4 for detail). Slmilarly,

the creepages, {QR, 6,YR and {QRR, for the right wheel can be obtained by the following proce-

dures. The position vector of the contact point at the right wheel is

ER =xT···+y]°”'+zE···-(A+AR)l°'—RRE· (6.20)

= [x + (A + AR) cos ¢ sin lp - RR sin ¢> sin ll] 7"'

+ [y — (A + AR) cos ¢ cos lp + RR sin ¢>cos+

[z — (A + AR) sin ¢ — RR cos ¢] E"' (B.21)

The velocity of right wheel at contact point is

Vwn = D? - (A + ARM ws <I> ws ~I«]7"' + LV + RR«¥> ws ¢> ws (IJ}-

+ [2 — (A + AR)J> cos ¢>] E"' (B.22)

= V'wXR T"' + V'wYR fm + V'wZR im (B.23)

”
The velocity of right rail at contact point ls
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17,,, = (R+ ß>R,, T"' = (ä + ß>R,, <=¤==, 6 T' = v',,,,, T' (6-24)o o

Substitution of eq. (8.21) - (8.24) into eq. (8.1) - (8.3), the creepages for the right wheel can

be derived

{RR = v’WXR ‘ VITXR = VwR° 8112 "' V'TXR (B25)V V

1 RR ·cos •1«) + (A + AR)¤ß cos ¢> cos 1/)]} cos ¢ (8.26)

6,..YR' V "' V

= (T1- )[y cos lp + RR cos ¢ cos2¢J> — X sin lp] cos(6R — ¢>)

1 . · .- (7 )[Z + (A ¤¤S ¢>] S¤¤(öL - ¢>> (B-27)

I
C; • ; 1 ~

_' fm =%—i= V :6 <=<>=—,<6„ — 6> + ¤ ==,·¤ 6,,1 <¤,26>
When assuming small angle and neglecting the higher·order term, the creepages of the right

wheel become

, 1 RR · ·fxn =—{V[1—(—·)]—·ßRn+^~P} (8-29)

I 1 ° ·{YH =V (Y + RR¢ " W'} (8-30)

1 •
6'SPR =V (1P + HÖR} (8-31)

P
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Appendix C. Derivation of Equations of Motion for

the 5 d.o.f. Half-Car Model

This appendix dlscusses the derlvation of the equations of motion for the 5-degree·of·freedom

haIf·car model from Lagrange’s equation. The kinetic energy, potential energy, dissipative

energy and generalized forces are obtained, then they are substituted into Lagrange’s

equation to derive equations of motion.

Lagrange’s equation is as follows

d ö T ö T ö V ö Dt —r - —·· +-·+"<*'=Q C.1dl(öq,) (6.,,) 6.,, 6.,, <·· < >

where

T = kinetic energy

V = potential energy

D = dissipatlve energy

q, = generalized coordinates (Y,,
‘}',, ‘~P„, Yc, <I>,)

i' 0,, = generalized forces
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Kinetic Energy

N 1 1-
-‘.-‘ --T. 6.-T-·;{ 2 miRG, R6, + 2 wi U]: wi} (C-2)

where

T = total kinetic energy

N = number of the rigid bodies

m, = mass of the rigid body i
$6, = velocity of the c.g. of the rigid body i
Z5, = angular velocity of the rigid body i

[I]? = moment of inertia of the rigid body i with respect to its c.g.

kinetic energy of wheelsets:

r-lM[Y l.¤i¤2YL‘i·’] l·2I ° ~i¤2 csw—2 w(r+ r)+(r" r)+2(wz)(‘Yr+ w) (-)

kinetic energy of sideframes:

kinetic energy of bolsterz

r—lMY 1-1<i>2l1°¤i¤2l1<i>2 csa—2(a)(c+2c)+2az(‘Vr+ w)+2axc (~)

kinetic energy of car body: -

1 L -2 1 L -2
lr the total kinetic energy:
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T=Tw+TF+TB+TC (C.7)

d OT ··= (2Mw+ 2/V/F)YT (C.8)
T

£-L·-2M22/ 2/ l‘¥' 2/ I)? C9w'- + wz+ Fz+ 62) r+( wz+ BZ) w

I(I;‘ 21 2MD2/Ü c10r+( wz+ F +62) w (· )

M .. ..
C

.. / ..
c

OT _
ÖYT -0 (C.13)

OT
I ÖWT 0 (C.14)

OT _
öww -0 (C.15)

OT _
ÖYC -0 (C.16)

OT C.1Ö (DC 0 ( 7)
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Potential Energy »

M 1
__ __

~v = Z15 KR, · R,} + Zim R,} <<=.1¤}
l¤1 /::1

where

V = total potential energy

M = number of the springs

K = spring constant
Ä, = relative displacement of spring i

N = number of the rigid bodies

5 m, = mass of the rigid body l

g = gravitational constant

h, = elevation of the rigid body I
strain energy due to K„ :

Yc)2strainenergy due to Ku :

KBZ(Z„ + Ddßc - Däw)2 + Ji- KBZ(Z,„ - D<Dc + D$w)2 (C.20)

strain energy due to K„ :

v —l }< W2 c 21Kay
—

2 BW W ( ' )

strain energy due to KC, :

r + ‘Yw)2 (C-22)
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potential energy due to gravity:

Vw =(2Mwthe

total potential energy:

V = VK" + VKM + VK", + VKCY + Vw (C.24)

[ ll- — 2K v H o Yöyr — 6v( r* 2 6* 6) (025)

W) (c·26)

—‘2—‘0 — K W K K Wötyw * cw r+( 6w+ cw) w (027)

ll- 2K Y H <z>vöyc**sv( r* 2 6* 6) (028)

il 2KHY HÖ Y 2KD2<I> Ö,3,%** av 2(r* 2 6* 6)+ az (6* w) (029)

Dissipative Energy
M

1 • •
R1 } (039)

i=1

where

D = total dlsslpatlve energy

M = number of the dampers

C = damplng coefticient

Ü, = relative velocity of damper i

[
dlsslpatlve energy due to C,,,, :
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1 . • .Dc„ = (2¢6v)(Yr ‘ H2q’c " Yc)2 (031)

dissipatlve energy due to Cu :

DÖC D¢>c + D$W)2 (C.32)

dissipative energy due to C„ :

0 —lc W2 ccay
_

2 B?

Wdissipativeenergy due to Cc, :

1 . .

the total dlssipative energy: _

Ö D . • .
-1-= 2CBy(YT — H2<bc — Yc) (C.36)
Ö Y1-

Ö D • •*_= 0cW(Vr + Vw) (037)
Ö WT

ö D · ·***2* = Ccqwr + (caty +Ccxyrywö

D . . .
—-r- = - 2CBy(YT — H2<Dc — Yc) (C.39)

422-- 2C HY H<i> Y 2C o2<i> $ c4oI.I C
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Generalized Force

0 = {l=,•#+M •—¢} (C.41)

where

0 = generalized force

N = number of the rigid bodies

F; = total external force on the rigid body i
Ä,] = position vector at any point A

MA, = total external moment about point A

w, = angular velocity of the rigid body i

0,, = generalized forces (0,,, 0.,,,, 0.,,,,,, 0,,,, 0,,,,)

0yT = F,+ F, (C.42)

0% = (F,— F,)L + M,+ M, (C.43)

0.;,* = M,+ M, (C.44)

0yc = 0 (C.45)

0% = 0 (C.46)

By substitutlng (3.1)·(3.4) lnto (C.42)·(C.44), the generalized forces are expressed in terms of

the creep forces and moments. The generalized force for the generalized coordlnate Y,,

Qv, = Fxrr(‘Yw + Wr) + Fvrr " WA¢(r+r; (CA?)

}' where

Ä
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1
1‘1

Fx:: = FE1.: + FER: + FEL: + FER: (CAB)

Fv:: = FE1.: + FER: + FE1.: + FER: (CAQ)

$(:+0 = (iiigß) +¢w:The

generallzed force for the generallzed coordlnate
‘l'„,

where

FX(R-L) = FER: + FER: * FEL: + FE1.: (C-52)

FA = F)fRfARf+ FER:ARr + F3:L:^:.: + FE1.: A1.: (C-53)

Fo = (FER:RR:= + FE1.:RLF)¢Wf+ (F3fRrRRR + FE1.: RLR)(DWr (C-54)

M„=Mz::= ME1.: + M&Rf + ME1.: + MER: B (C-BB)

The generallzed force for the generallzed coordlnate ‘Y,,

where ·

Fv(:-:) = FE1.: + FER: " F'vL: " FER: (C-58)

' Fx(:-:) =’· FE1.: + FER: · FE1.: — FER: (059)
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MFF = Mrr + I-Fx(r-r) (G60)

6 — 6 6 — 6(bg-r)=(%l)+‘Dwr‘(%'Jl)"bwr (C-61)

By the substitution of partial derivative of kinetic energy (C.8)-(C.17), potential energy

(C.25)·(C.29), dissipative energy (C.36)-(C.40), and generalized forces (C.42)·(C.46) into

Lagrange’s equation (C.1), the equations of motion are obtained

truck Iateral (Y,) :

(2Mw + 2MF)Y, + 2CBy(Y, — H2<i>C - Yc) + 2KBy(Y, - H2<I>c — Yc) = F,+ F, (C.62)

truck yaw (W,) :

= M,+ M, + (F,- F,)L (C.63)

truck warp (‘P„) :

car body lateral (Yc) :

(Ma + ig)Yc + MBH2(DC ‘ 20av(Yr ‘ H2‘Dc " Yc)

- 2KBY(Y, — H2<I>c — Yc) = 0 . (C.65)



car body roll (<I>c) :

— 2KByH2(YT — H2<DC — YC) + 2KBZD2<DC = ZCBZDTÖ-W + 2KBZD2öW (C.66)

ln order to simplify the equations, the following symbols are defined

MT = (2Mw + 2MF) (C.67)

In- = (ZMWL2 + 2IwZ + 2lFZ + IBZ) (C.68)

'rw = (2Iwz + (az) (@69)

lww = (2MFD2 + 2/WZ + IBZ) (C.70)

CBC

Kac = (Kw + Kcw) (@72)

MBC = (MB + ig?-·) (C.73)

ICC = (MBH? + IBX + läl) (C.74)

ccc = (2cc,,H§ + 2ccZo“) (cvs)

»<„=<2»<„~§+2¤<„z¤’> <¢¤¤>
· then, the equations of motion become

Ä
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V
truck Iateral :

truck yaw :

ITTWT + ITWWW + Cctycilr + WW) + KC„y(W,- + WW) = M,+ M, + (F,- F,)L (C.78)

truck warp :

1,W<1>, + IwwqVw + 6„~i¤, + 6„¤i¤W + :<c.,,~1¤, + 1<„¤1¤W = M,+ M, (6.79)

car body lateral :

MBCVC + M6H2Ö6 ‘ 2cBY(VT " H2‘b6 * V6) * 2Kav(Vr * H2¢6 · V6) = O (C-80)

car body roll :

l MBH2VC + ’66Ö6 ‘ 2CBYH2(VT "' V6) + C66d’6 ‘ 2KBYH2(YT " V6) + K66‘l’6

Ä
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and the equations of motion are expressed in matrix form,

MT 0 0 0 0 {ZT
0

’rr ’rw 0 0 (PT
0 lrw lww 0 0 (Pw
0 0 0 Mac MBH2 VC
0 0 0 MBH2 ’cc Öc

2cev 0 0 'zcav "2cavH2 VT
0 cc? cc? 0 0 ‘l'T

+ 0 cc? cac O 0 ‘i’w
*2cav 0 0 2cav 2CBYH2 VC

'ZCBYH2 0 0 2CBYH2 ccc ‘bC

0 KC? KC? 0 0 WT

+ O KC? KBC O 0 WW
*2Kav 0 0 2Kav ZKBYH2 Yc

'ZKBYH2 0 0 2KBYH2 Kcc mc

MT+ MT + (FT- FT)L

= M«+ Mr (c.a2)
O

2CBZD2$w + ZKBZDZEW

i
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